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PURE LEAF LARD
there is no adulteration. If your dealer will not
supply it, ask him WHY ? If you call for
Squire's Pure Leaf Lard and insist on having
it, you are entering your protest against the
adulterated Lards and substitutes. Squire's is
tried out in the oldiashioned way. Is there any
better method ? Ask experienced housekeepers.
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Tte report of the Massachusetts State Board of
Health for the week ending May 9, 1896, reported
that oat of twenty samples of Lard, twelve were
found to be adulterated. The question is, Who
uses them ? One thing is sure: when you get
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while all the time remembering that the price
i?"
is only $98 for the entire set.
Built of light grained Frontera Mahogany, specially selected. Border of
marquetry. Panels inlaid with rare Oriental woods, in all colors, and illuminated
by inlay of tortoise and mother o' pearl. Upholstered In Red Roman Velours, fastened with roundhead brass nails, closely driven.
The suit has three pieces. Each is designed on the newest lines. The armchair
has the high, solid sides seen in the latest models.
Think how this suit would modernize the appearance of your parlor.
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HOW BEST TO ADVERTISE.
Business men, who are approached by
the advertising solicitors of religious
journals, not infrequently put to themselves the question: Do religious papers
pay advertisers??and the answer?if the
business man considers the question in
its proper aspects is invariably?yes.
Religious papers pay because they go into
the heart of the home and come closer to
the people than any other class of papers. They are read leisurely from the
first page to the last, not hurriedly
skimmed and thrown aside, as are the
dailies. They contain topics of interest
for every member of the family and are
especially interesting to women, who are
the great buyers?the real economists
and home-builders. Two-thirds of all the
advertisements written appeal especially
and directly to women. They purchase
almost everything the family needs or
desires. Their own wants are innumerable. An advertisement in a religious
journal is never lost. The papers are
filed away. The advertisement is read
throughout the week. The advertisements in yesterday's dailies are more flat,
stale and unprofitable than are the leading
articles of yesterday. The advertisements
in the daily are ephemeral good for an
hour those of the religious weekly are
good to be read seven days in the week.
?

?

lIEI.I' THE CAUSE OF GOOD
LITERATURE BY PATRONIZING
THE BUSINESS MEN WHO
Ah VERTISE IN THE
SACRED HEART REVIEW.
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EditoralNotes.
The Diocese of Fond da Lac, our High-church
Episcopal contemporary, has a long article
headed " May We Ask the Saints to Pray for
Us?" and finally answers the question in the affirmative. Come over where you belong, brother!
The fence is rather an uncomfortable restingplace.

the command of the Admiral mentioned there
are said to be somewhere in the neighborhood of
ten hundred Roman Catholics. In alluding to
The
this subject M. Labouchere's Truth says
naval authorities ashore will not allow them to
have Catholic chaplains on board, and if the
naval authorities afloat will not allow them to go
to church on shore, such a course will not be
very encouraging to recruiting, either in Ireland
or any other place where Roman Catholics are
numerous."

:"

Professor Starhu<'k resumes his articles on
Popular Protestant Controversy" in the HeThe Haverhill Gazette likes to poke fun at the
"
view this week, and he has something of Rev. James Royd Rrady of this city.
Since the
importance to say on the so-called Jesuits' oath. Maine" disaster the chief performer at the
"
These articles are now beginning to receive the People's
Temple has been so unwontedly quiet
attention they deserve from our Catholic that our esteemed Haverhill contemporary is
contemporaries.
somewhat puzzled to account for it. Perhaps
Myers, whose school history has been so the saving of Chaplain Chidwick from the wreck
severely condemned for its inaccuracy and delib- of the " Maine " has disgusted the reverend senerate falsifications concerning the Church, is a sationalist so much with the whole business that
professor in the University of Cincinnati. The he is speechless. To what end have all these
Monitor, which has done much to uncover his un- " holy " shows been produced at the Temple for
truths, calls his book a volume of fairy tales. the past few years if this is the way its prophecies
This is putting it mildly, for the modern fairy of wrath to Rome are to be treated 'i
tale, although fictitious, of course, is usually
A roHKKspoxDENT of last Saturday's Transcript
harmless.
has this fair hit at the New York Herald:
A recent anti - Catholic writer says that
"The bells and the organ are silent in all CathCharles Carroll was one of the most obscure of olic churches from Mass on Maundy Thursday until
and yet Mr. James Gordon Bennett'!
the signers of the Declaration of Independence. Holy Saturday,
young man, who sends news from Havana to Key West
We were not aware that there were any obscure by special cable, heard the bells chiming and ringing and
signers of that famous document, and certainly pealing, and generally misbehaving themselves nil day
. Really, Mr. Bennett should cut off
Charles Carroll of Carrollton " was one of the yesterday.
?

"
most conspicuous,

since he was the only one of
the signers who gave his place of residence with
his signature.
On: subscribers in renewing their subscriptions are constantly sending words of praise for
the Review. A letter from New Milford, Conn.,
contains the following: I am very anxious to
"
have the Sacred Heart Review better known.
I have seen no other religious paper equal to it."
Another correspondent writing from Wanaque,
N. J., remarks
" Your Editorial Notes are excellent." Still another old reader of Haverhill,
Mass., sends a new subscription and says " I
would not be without your paper, no matter what
the cost. I consider it the best paper published
in the interests of the Catholic Church."

:

:

r

A few w ecks ago the public were informed
through the "yellow" journals that Father
Weber, a Catholic priest of Rondout, N. V., at
the funeral services of a Knight of St. John, spoke
in favor of Spain and against the United States.
It appears that this story was made out of whole
cloth. The priest never referred to the Cuban
trouble in his discourse, nor to impending war,
nor did he say that Catholics should fight on the
side of the Spaniards, as was alleged, and, furthermore, he did not even know that the deceased
was a Knight of St. John. He merely delivered
an ordinary funeral discourse, in which expressions relating to either treason or patriotism had
no part.

It seems that illiberality still prevails in the
British navy. At Gibraltar, not many Sundays
ago, Admiral Stevenson signaled to the Channel
Squadron that Wesleyans and Presbyterians
would land for the purpose of attending religious
services, but that Roman Catholics should not.
This was a very strange proceeding, considering
that Catholics are obliged to hear Mass on Sunday, if possible, while members of other denominations may go to church or stay away as suits
their convenience or their inclination. Under I

..

that man's allowance for quinine. Nothing but. an enormous overdose will account for those bells."

The dispatch in question is a fair sample of
the news that comes over the wire concerning
Catholic affairs. There is generally a knave or
a ninnyhammer at one end, behind the operator,
of course. We do not mean to do the latter
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they have not bought. In Rome the Methodists
are said to attract a congregation by giving away
clothing. Fine feathers make fine converts!
Ireland For One Hundred Years.
John E. Redmond, M. P., has an article in the
current issue of the Xorth American Review on
Ireland Since '98." It is an excellent review
of the period covered, and sets forth in a concise
and lucid manner the abuses and sufferings which
followed the ill-starred Union of ISOO. He says
that the advocates of the maintenance of the
Union do not deny many of the evils that have
followed it, including, among others, a war of
classes, the fearful reduction of the population,
the famine of 1847, the chronic poverty of a
portion of the people, the dwindling of the manufactures of Ireland, and the depressed condition
of agriculture, and then continues as follows :?

"

" But they say that, in spite of all those thiugs, Ireland
has yet, on the whole, prospered in thelast hundred years.
The deposits in the Irish banks have greatly increased.
Thetonuage of the principal Irish ports has also increased.
The people are better housed, better fed, better clothed
and better educated that the Irish people were in 1798.
Granted all this for the sake of argument, and vet what
does it prove. That Ireland has progressed M it ought to
have done ?has progressed like England, Belgium. Norway, or any other European country? Of course not, but
that it has shared to some slight extent, despite the most
adverse conditions, in the general progress of the world.
No one denies that Ireland ha-s advanced in some respects
since 1798; what is complained of is that she has not been
allowed to advance as she would have done ami was
actually doing under her own free constitution between
1782 and 1796, and that nothing but the backwash, as it
were, of the universal prosperity of the world outside has
been allowed to touch her shores."
This seems to cast the proper light on the situ-

ation, and shows up the fallaciousness of the
argument of those who believe, or pretend to believe, that the I'nion is beneficial to Ireland. Mr.
Redmond comes to the conclusion that slowly
and surely Ireland is making her way politically,
any injustice.
and that the shedding of the blood of the martyrs
Necessary.'
of '98 and the efforts and sacrifices of later Irish
Catholic Newspapers
Cardinal Rampolla's rebuke to the yellow patriots have not been in vain.
journal which printed a fictitious interview with
him, concerning Cuban affairs, was a just and Jealous Missionaries.
If Protestant missionaries in heathen lands
necessary one. He said: "Above all things,
would
devote less time to abusing Catholic misthe press should aim at correctness in its informasionaries,
they might not make any more contion. Veracity and exactness should be its
verts
than
they do now, but they would certainly
guiding principles, and on this account the spread
exhibit
more
of the Christian charity of which
of Catholic newspapers should be aided in every
they
are
wont
to boast. But failing to be as
possible way, their aims being necessarily to
successful
as
their
Catholic brothers, they resort
work for these ends." The paper that invented
to
and
blackguardism
misrepresentation. An inthe interview was deserving of severe punishstance
of
this
was
shown
recently in the Chinese
ment, but it escaped prosecution for libel, probunder
the
which,
Recorder,
head of "Romanism,"
ably because the eminent man who was made
the Rev. George L.
published
by
an
article
responsible for statements he never uttered did
who
said:
"This
Mason,
system is not true
not wish to have his name associated further
Satan's
It
is
counterfeit. It is a
Christianity.
with so tricky and unreliable a sheet.
more subtle and powerful enemy of the truth
than Buddhism or Confucianism." This, howItalian Protestant Missions Once More.
An article appeared recently in the Christian ever, is not as great as the falsehood that follows
in the same paper which calls the Church a
Advqcate of New York on Methodism and Ro"
manism in Italy." Archer BrowTn, whoever he Bible burner. Of course this display of malice
may be, was its reputed author, and he finds arises from jealousy, for Catholic missionaries
that his church, the Methodist, is the first and find that many Chinamen who have, apparently,
foremost in pointing the way from Papacy back been converted to Protestantism, are anxious to
to Christ. What will our Baptist friends say to join the Catholic Church when they find howthis rose-colored view of a situation which Rev. superior it is to the sham thing which had been
Everett Stackpole, D. D., a Methodist minister presented previously to them. Hence we hear
whom we quoted last week, certainly considers remarks from our angry Protestant missionaries
far from encouraging V The Baptists have been about wily, velvet-handed Jesuits, intriguing
hugging themselves with delight at what they priests, and the like. Protestant missions are
consider their unparalleled successful missions in very expensive enterprises, and, therefore, there
Italy, and now the Methodists come along and at- is great sorrow when they lose a supposed contempt to rob them of their thunder. The plain vert, and he is discovered in the safe shelter of
truth of the matter is probably that neither of the Catholic fold. This leaves the poor Protthese denominations has made any converts that estant missionary with little to show for his
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labor, and compels him to exaggerate the im- into prison. Mr. Redmond, the Irish M. P. who
his work when he writes to the home earned suspension from the House for his efforts
in the sailor's behalf, is resolved to push the
society.
matter
further, and asserts that Pilkington is the
Foreign and Native Illiteracy.
last
Irish
seaman who will suffer for being proud
The illiteracy of the immigrant seems to have
being
of
an
Irishman on St. Patrick's Day.
troubled the Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge, our
junior Massachusetts senator. Apparently, he
has lain awake nights and pondered over this HOW SHALL OUR CRIMINALS BE REFORMED?
distressing question. It was a terrible thing for
In attempting to answer this question we do
a foreigner to be unable to read, but one native
not
hesitate to say that the only really effective
and to the manor born might be sunk in the lowmeans
of reformation is to be found in moral
est depths of ignorance without alarming the
and
religious
motives and influences. It needs
gentleman who belongs to the flower of New
portance of
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even after they have assisted at their nun services and, of course, against their principles and
conscientious convictions.
And this is Protestant liberty of conscience !
Is it not about time that the old, absurd and
ridiculous assumption of the superiority of Protestantism, born of the rebellion of the sixteenth
century, were laid aside, and Catholics were
treated as citizens having equal rights with Protestants? We ask no favors ?we scout the idea
of concessions to us as favors. We insist upon
equal rights. We insist upon our right to have
Catholic paid chaplains, if Protestant chaplains
are paid, and we deny the right of any Protestant chaplain, though backed by the civil authorities, to compel Catholics to attend Protestant
services. It is simply nothing more nor less than
an act of spiritual tyranny. What if the tables
were turned and Protestants were compelled to
attend Catholic services/ Think you they would
submit to the injustice? We trow not.
It is no good answer to this objection to say,
as is sometimes said, that it is left, optional with
the inmates to attend or not, for it is easy to imagine that the simple and perhaps uninstructed
inmates may be made to realize, without being
openly warned, that it is for their interest to
comply with what they know to he the wishes of
their superiors.
Catholic inmates should be left to the entire
and exclusive spiritual instruction, direction and
worship of their own Church. You can not
make good Protestants out of bad Catholics.
The frequent failures of success in this line
should teach our Protestant friends a useful
practical lesson. The only really just, rational,
common-sense and successful plan is to reform
bad Catholics, by making them good Catholics,
which can only be done by furnishing every facility possible for bringing the influences of their
religion to bear upon them in tin' most effective
manner.

no argument to prove
we all know and believe
England culture. And yet native illiteratesof
that
to
influence
human
conduct, and control
privilege
the masculine gender have the
of vothuman
action
when under
especially
effectually,
their
and,
majority,
ing after they have attained
therefore, are in danger of falling into the hands temptation and violent ebullitions of passion
of demagoguesand political corrnptionists. They the conscience must be developed; and the only
are likely to sell their votes to the highest bidder, power thatcan effectually influence the conscience
and yet we hear no complaints from Mr. Lodge. is that drawn from the motives and divine sancLet us see how the illiteracy of the white tions of our holy religion. All your humanitaethical, esthetioal, sociological
native inhabitants of some of our states com- rian notions
or what not
are absolutely
we will not say
pares with that of the foreigners. The Buffalo
impotent
but
to touch the real founExpress, in a recent issue, showed that the great- useless
control
the will and restrain
action,
est illiteracy is not always in places where the tain of human
foreign population is the greatest and, to prove the unruly passions of our lower nature. All
this, brought forward North Dakota and South experience proves that even the most stringent
Dakota and North Carolina and South Carolina. human law is but a wisp of straw to bind the
In the two western states mentioned the foreign human conscience. Nothing but a divine law
unipopulation is quite large, and in the two south- promulgated by the Almighty Ruler of the
good
and threatenern states it is comparatively small. Neverthe- verse, offering reward to the
to the wicked, can
ing
condign
punishment
less, in North Dakota and South Dakota the
people are more intelligent, generally speaking, reach the heart, subdue the will and transform
a
man and a good citizen.
than are the inhabitants of North Carolina and the criminal into good
But how shall the inmates of our penal and
South Carolina. That is, the percentage of illitinstitutions be most effectually
reformatory
erates in the two states last mentioned is much
brought
under
the moral and religious influences
greater than it is in the other states that have
we
are insisting ? It is very much
which
upon
been used as examples.
be
that
in consequence of the multiregretted
to
It is ridiculous to make the ability to read, a
tudinous
Protestant
sects represented by the
of
immigrant
an
qualification for the admission
it is impossible to
our
institutions,
inmates
of
into this country when we have so many
the
of
to bear upon
Christianity
bring
principles
people who were born here, who are unable,
minds
of
all
and
the
with
that
definiteness
probably, to tell one letter in the alphabet from
THE MOTHER OF ALL THE LIVING.
and
that
which
are
consistency
authority
logical
another. This, too, when it is said that some
in
Our considerations about the appearance of
men who have become prominent in public essential to the highest degree of success
to
human
It
would
seem
the
risen Saviour to His holy Mother needfurther
conduct.
influencing
affairs were unable to read until they were Hearaxiom
reformation
of
and reflection than could be given
development
be
almost
an
that
the
ing their majority. This was their misfortune,
through
be
effected
the
into
them
last
A phrase, twice repeated in
only
Catholics
can
week.
not their fault, but they must have possessed a
religion.
They
own
can
Sunday, throws additional
strumentality
gospel
of
their
the
for
Low
great deal of native ability to have overcome
not
can
not
with
Protthe
"When it was late
compromise;
they
light
subject.
unite
upon
what Bulwer has called those twin jailors of the
where the disciples
act
has
were
shut,
very
estants
in
common
services.
The
and
the
doors
human heart, low birth and iron fortune. There
unsettle
their
for
fear of the Jews,
minds,
gathered
together
a
to
undermine
were
tendency
are among the immigrants who come to our
And again,
in
the
midst."
their
faith
and
loosen
the
bonds
of
conscience.
Jesus
came
and
stood
shores yearly, men of similar innate intelligence,
Jesus
or
the
cometh,
expressed
days
The
whether
act,
meaning
eight
of
the
"after
men who can not read, but who are gifted with a
as
good
is
as
another
shut."
being
not,
religion
is
that
one
doors
fund of common sense and energy which will
CathAs we read, suddenly the mind reverts to the
enable them to become good and intelligent citi- that you may as well be a Protestant as a
in
the
institutions,
In
our
when the stone that guarded the tomb was
fact,
practically,
olic.
time
zens of the republic, of whom Cheir more favorif
and
openly
not
intenimpression
silently,
away, ere it was dawn ; and lo ! the Lord
is
rolled
ably situated children need not be ashamed. It
conveyed
that
Protestantism
is
had
risen
earlier still. He had " risen through the
tionally,
being
is people like those that Mr. Lodge's bill would
this
is
what
Cathas
Ilehad entered the guarded room, "the
Catholicism,
stone,"
than
and
shut out, and send back to poverty and oppres- better
doors being shut"; for time, space, suffering,
sion. That it may never become a law should olics have seriously to complain of.
as
if
our
Protestant
friends
had nothing more to do with the Lord of
death,
It
would
seem
be the prayer of all who believe in justice and
matter of policy, to give Catholics life, Who had conquered death, and was victor
ought,
as
a
humanity.
every facility and encouragement in bringing the forevermore over the dark tyranny of the tomb.
A Sample of Petty Tyranny.
Theology teaches us that the Risen Body was
influences of their religion to bear upon the
"The wearing of the green " seems to be a
minds and hearts of their unfortunate strays in gifted, as those of the saved will also one day be
rather perilous proceeding yet, under some cirgifted, with the four gifts of immortality, imthe most effective manner. But is this done?
cumstances, on the other side of the Atlantic. A
For a long time?in fact until a comparatively passibility, subtilty and agility. It would die
sailor of the British navy was condemned to
the Catholic priest was not al- no more and suffer no more. It could go through
recent period
fifteen days' imprisonment in a cell, deprivation
lowed access to the public institutions. At last space, as far as desired, and as swiftly as thought
of his good conduct badge, and reduction to
concession was made, as a matter of favor, goes. Bars and bolts were no hindrance to it.
second class for simply wearing a shamrock on the
that the priest might be allowed to visit the in- For long, long, silent hours the body of the dead
St. Patrick's Day. For protesting against this
stitutions and minister to the Catholic inmates, at Redeemer had been lying utterly cold and still
severe punishment of one of her Majesty's tars
their own expense, provided this concession in Joseph's tomb, while the soul had flashed glorian Irish member of parliament was suspended,
"should not be interpreted so as to impair the ously through Limbo, and the Mother had
but the storm of indignation which he raised was
of the institutions so far as may be mourned her Blessed Child. In those strange
instrumental in having the sentence reduced to discipline
needful for the good government and safe cus- hours, all through the first Holy Saturday, the
ten days' imprisonment, and may be the means
tody of their inmates." Even that concession cowardly, affrighted, repentant apostles had
of doing away forever with such petty tyranny.
to the
can you doubt it?
be accompanied with a proviso which al- found their way
Alfred Austin, the English poet-laureate, sings in must
faithful
lows the authorities of the institutions to insist Mother of their Jesus, the unaffrighted,
his latest poem :
inmates attending the services Mother who had stood through the long-drawn
"Fling them out to the breeze, shamrock,thistle and rose." upon the Catholic
patient and brave, bethe
But Pilkington, the sailor, who flung the sham- of the Protestant chaplain and of the various agony of
Protestant ministers who arc invited to officiate, neath the cross. She had words of comfort for
?
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them, words of hope and healing forgetful of self, in her motherly care for her newfound sons who had just been given to her charge
with the steadfast John, on Calvary. At midnight she would be alone, and in that stillness the
Risen Redeemer came to His best beloved one.
We marvel that the gospels say so little of her,
and that the epistles do not mention her. This
is one of those silences of Scripture that are full
of a mysterious significance and teaching. The
humility of the blessed " handmaid of the Lord"
would lead her to impose silence about herself
when the evangelists came to write the history of
those years in which she was queen of the infant
Church, and its King had ascended out of sight
beyond the sky. Father Coleridge writes that
not St. John alone, but all the apostles, and indeed all the faithful, were committed to her
motherly care by those solemn words from the
hard death-bed of the world's Redeemer : " Behold thy Mother ! Behold thy Son !
And he
continues forcibly " The heart of the Church
has never allowed of the thought that this was a
personal gift to the blessed apostle, which was
confined to him, and ended with him.
The Church has caught up what Our Lord said
and did, with an instinct which conies from the
union of her heart with His, and has taken care
that these divine words shall not pass away."
Father dc la Palma says, in his book on the Passion: Remember, our Lady, that thou art our
.Mother through the recommendation which thine
own Son addressed to thee, in the last hours of
His life, when He said to thee, ' Woman, behold
thy Son.' From the cross, in the person of the
Evangelist, He said to us all, that which each one
of us ought to take as though it had been said to
himself, "Behold thy Mother." Father Faber
declares that our Blessed Lady understood by
this that she had been solemnly installed in
Iter office of second Eve, the mother of all man-
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VIII.
Some six or eight years ago, when complaining to a
friend in the Methodist Episcopal ministry, since then advanced to an exceedingly important and influential position in thatchurch, that the most convincing demonstration of falsity, if it inured to Roman Catholic advantage,
gave no assurance that the calumny would not immediately
reappear, my friend comforted me witli thereminder that
even the'heads of the hydra did not prove immortal. Every
blow given at a lie, he remarked, brings its end nearer,
though theend may be longin coming. Time was When
both Catholics and Protestants thought they could not
do honor to their own religion without devising infamous
falsehoods about the death-beds of their chief antagonists.
Bellarmine, Luther, Calvin, and I know not who else, are
among the victims of these infamies. Some of these fables
are dead past resurrection, the rest are dying fast. Soon
it will be acknowledged that the Reformation was not a
mere outbreak of libertine passion, and that the Counterreformation was not a mere recrudescence of spiritual
despotism.
These considerations of my friend encouraged me to go
on with what seemed for a while an unprofitable task. He
then may lie regarded as possessing an undivided moiety
of interest in what I write for the Revikw.
The coarsest and clumsiest forgery still current on our
side I can not answer for the other appears to be
theso-called Jesuits' oath. And as a man .overtaken on
the marshes by a flood knows that the tide is receding
when he catches the first glimmer of the uppermost button
of ids coat, so we may know that the tide of slanderous
fabrication is at a stand when the Jesuits' oath is pronounced spurious by a member of the Boston Presbytery
ft will be a long while yet before the truth of history, of
character and of motive, is not prostituted to polemical
advantage. Yet compare the Catholic Dictionary on one
side and Herzog's Encyclopedia on the other with what
would have been possible on either side a few generations
ago, anil we find that " the ethics of controversy" to
use the phraseof my friend, the Rev. Robert Johnson, of
South Boston,? are at last beginning to get a hearing. As
Mrs. John Stuart Mill says, " the world is only beginning
to outgrow injustice." Yet it is outgrowing it in fact.
I need not say that theRev. Mr. Lansing no more doubts
the genuineness of the Jesuit oath than the genuineness
of the Canons of Trent. Indeed, it would be much easier
to persuade Idm that the latter are spurious, for some
years ago, when I quoted against a proposition which he
declared Catholic, an anathema of Trent, he actually
answered me that he did not know what the Council of
Trent said, in a style that signified very evidently that he
did not care. Imagine a man parading himself for an
expounder of our federal jurisprudence and beginning his
lectures by informing his pupils that he neither knows
nor cares anything about the constitution of the United
Let us go back to the garden of Paradise, to States! However, when Lansing's malice can find a
the sad scene when the first man and woman first canon of Trent for its ends, his attention suddenly revives.
To revert to the Jesuit oath. This is essentially difbrought sin into a sinless and unfallen world*
ferent from the Monita Secreta. Kven the animosity of
clad then in the beauty of holiness. It is not Doctor Littledale, as also of Professor John Huber, owns
man who first flings upon the world the horrible these to be "a libel and caricature." Indeed, although
!<U2, and widely circulated, Pascal himself
taint of sin. The woman took of the fruit of the written about
to notice them. Yet, being written by an exdisdains
forbidden tree, and she did eat; and she gave it pelled Jesuit, of no mean parts, a Pole named /.aorowski,
to her husband, and he did eat. Was it not for they have been able to imitate with extraordinary adroitthis, among other reasons, that the second Eve ness the style of genuine Jesuit documents, and of the
Constitutions. The author, who makes it out to be an
must live fifteen long years on earth, when He express injunction of the superiors that rich and sensual
Who made the earth to her a Paradise had women shall be encouraged by any compliance, moral or
passed away from her loving eyes? It was the immoral, to leave their wealth to the order, of course
could not know that the general Aquaviva, the reputed
punishment which the second Eve, immaculate author, had already, in 1587, written to the German
and sinless, bore for the sin of our Mother Eve provincial expressing the liveliest dislike of female folly
and hers, committed in that early time when the in making vows to leave bequests to the society, and
commending the provincial for having refused to receive
world began. Truly in sorrow Mary immacu- such legacies. Nor could /.aorowski foresee that a time
late brought forth her spiritual children under would come when the archives of the order would be suddenly seized by its enemies and given to the world, and
Calvary'stree. Yet she would not havechanged with
them all manner of evidence invalidating his inher sorrows for any joy this world could give. sinuations. He took the best order possible that his
Indeed, it can truthfully be said that she joyed forgery should succeed, and if the stars in their courses
while she sorrowed. Perhaps the words of at last fought against him, he might fairly plead that it
was not his fault if a God of truth made and governs
King Solomon's canticle rang in her ears through the world.
the hideous shout and tumult of Good Friday
Compared with the Monita, the Jesuit oath is clumsiand the profound silence of Easter Even "Let ness itself. I could easily believe it, in view of its
stupidity and ignorance, to have been written in Boston,
my Beloved come into His garden, and eat the by a member of the American Protective Association.
fruit of His apple trees. Stay me with flowers; However, it seems to be somewhat older, and of uncertain
compass me about with apples. As the apple- origin, although its coarse and common tone still speaks
for the probability of an origin nearly akin to that which
tree among the trees of the wood, so is my BeI have suggested. Lansing (motes it out of a book called
loved among the sons."
" Romanism," written or published by A. P. Grover,
She was indeed the Mother of all the living, Chicago, ISB7. When 1 Crover picked it up does not
appear. In Europe it was taken up in 1801 by a French
and to her the faithful turned to learn the mind Lutheran
sheet of small account, called Le Temoignage.
of Jesus. In those days following the Passion For a while it had a great run, particularly in Germany.
and Resurrection, it is little truly that any- However, though it went up like a rocket it came down
a slick, noliody at last, seemingly, clinging to it
thing is said of her in Holy Writ. Are many like
except the noted, or notorious pastor, Stoeeker, who
words needed when the One Word of God has seems to hate Jesuits and Jews with equal intensity.
to have found a
spoken ? Had not Protestant prejudice blinded With him and his adherents it appears
men's eyes, who could fail to see at a glance refuge in Germany, and with the Rev. Isaac J. Lansing
in America. Professor John Moore of the Boston Presthat as man and woman stood beneath a tree in bytery,
however, though hating Roman Catholicism quite
Eden, so it is man and woman whom the Cross
as intensely as Mr. Lansing, has the misfortune of being
shows to us on Calvary's summit: and on the a scholar and a thinker, and therefore is obliged to
second Eve as on the first Eve is the name there pronounce it a forgery.
bestowed Mother of all the living!
A very slight acquaintance with the language of mon-
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astic vows discloses the spurtousness "f the oath. It
takes the current charges ol Jesuit dissimulation and
Jesuit plotting! against Protestant governments, and puts
these, against every instinct of human nature, and everything known of the history of the order, into the language
of the barest and baldest avowal.
The new Jesuit is made to declare that he believes
Protestant doctrine condemnali'.e
In other words, he
has to purge himself from a suspicion of heresy ou entering that order which does not tolerate in its youngest
novice the faintest surmise of having ever leaned towards
heresy, unless he is a convert from a Protestant nation.
The society would as soon think of asking one of its
members to declare at his profession that he believed in
God.
The candidate is made to deny that he owes or can owe
allegiance to a Protestant government, on the ground that
it has not received the papal confirmation. Here is highflying orthodoxy with a vengeance. Even those medieval
canonists who view the regal power as an emanation of
the papal do not hold a papal ratification necessary for
validity. Tacit allowance is quite sufficient. Setting
apart doubtful titles and cases ol feudal superiority, it is
held as of course that a subject who owns the sovereignty
of a Christian prince or magistrate can be discharged of
his allegiance to him only by an express papal decree,
granted on solid grounds. Heresy did not deprive a
prince of his rights, butrendered him liable to be deprived
of his rights. As we know,to discharge subjects of their
oaths of allegiance, a specific and personal decree of the
Pope was commonly required. Moreover, there were
even then many Catholic writers who denied the Pope's
power to depose on any ground. The Jesuits themselves,
in 1682, declared either opinion consistent with Catholic
faith. And a century earlier, after the Pope had solemnly
pronounced Henry of Navarre incapable of ever reigning,
the Pope's own legate allowed that the validity of such a
decree was problematical. As we know, it did not prevail, and was never acknowledged by France. Henry
lY.did not solicit from Rome a ratification of his title,
but only a personal absolution.
Did the Jesuits now make higher claims for the Pope
than the highest advanced by medieval canonists.' On
the contrary, they distinctly receded from them. Their
great writer, Robert Bellanuune, explicitly denies that
the regal power is derived from the papal, or that the

Pope can depose even an unjust prince on simple grounds
of civil welfare. A papal attempt to this effect, he declares, is to be resisted by any means and at any cost.
Even civil legislation prejudicial to the salvation of
souls he does not present as a ground of deposition, but
only of antagonistic papal action. The only ground of
deposition which he allows is heresy. This, he teaches,
in contravention to many Catholic writers, and even to
some members of his own order, authorizes the Pope to depose him, but does not require him. Calvin, on the other
hand, teaches that to depose Catholic sovereigns is not
only permissible, but obligatory. According to him, therefore, should the Italians become prevailingly Protestant
it would be their duty before God to dethrone King Humbert and ljueen Margaret, and the whole house of Savoy,
not one of whose members, we may be morally certain,
would consent to purchase a diadem at the cost of denying his religion.
Nowhere does Bellarmine teach or intimate the lawfulness of withholding civil allegiance from a Protestant
prince whose government the Pope allows. Now, since
KSO3, every Protestant government of the world, when
once clearly independent, has been dealtwitli by Rome as
subsisting by a lawful title. Therefore, according to the
great Jesuit Cardinal, since 1603 every Catholic Englishman, German, Dutchman, or American has been in conscience bound, in all matters outside of religion, to obey
the authority of a Protestant government.
But how far has the society committed itself to these
teachings of its illustrious member? It has emphatically
confirmed them by action, whose weight is only the greater
for its indirectness. It is known that one feature of a
canonization is the declaration by the Holy See, in the
case of a divine, that his doctrine has nothing erroneous
in it. This, as Pope Benedict XIV. explains, does not
mean that it is throughout infallibly true, but that there
is no error in it of sufficient moment to be noted by the
Apostolic See. As he remarks, it is still open to temperate criticism, but is no longer open to ecclesiastical censure. Now the Jesuits have not succeeded in obtaining
the honors of the altar for Cardinal Bellarmine, but, as is
known, they have presented him as a candidate for them.
They have thereby declared that the following propositions are good Catholic orthodoxy: (1) The papal power
is of God. ('-') The civil power is of God. (,:() The civil
power is not derived from the Papal power. (4) The civil
power, in civil matters, is independent of the Church.
(">) An attempt of the Pope to control the state by force

in properly civil matters authorizes the state to take up
arms. (G) However tragic the consequences of such an
aggression might turn out for the Pope, the sin would be
only on his head.
Vet, according to this oath, every young Jesuit, at
entering the order, is bound to declare as follows " My
spiritual Father, my heart b'eeds to say it, but you, and
all the Provincials, and the Superior General, and all his
Assistants, and all the Rectors, Provosts. Coadjutors, temporal and spiritual, and all the Proteased, and all the
brethren, are involved in deep, not to say deadly, error
against the Holy Father, his rights, prerogatives, and
dignities. I come, therefore, to reduce the Society at last
to true orthodoxy, and to turn its wisdom to folly and its
great men to confusion, and all od majorem !>\u25a0 i gloriam."
Mr. Lansing complains of Roman Catholic demand* on
his powers of belief. His demands ou our powers of l>elief surpass all description.
There is yet more of this precious oath.
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satisfactory equivalent in English, Pere Maumus
had published the first of those numerous works,
in which, since 1 XQ'I, he has striven to make clear
CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN
to Catholics the necessity of loyal adherence to
FOREIGN LANDS.
republican institutions.
The Republic and the Policy of the Church.
Pabjs, March '29, 1898.
place
RepubThe crowds thatfilled the
dc la
was the title of the book in which Pere Maumus,
lique, and the place dc la Bastille, and trailed for faithful to his lifelong principle, took a firm stand
hours along the sidewalks of the great boule- in the vanguard of the Catholic army. It is
vards, on the day of the Mi-Careme procession, hardly necessary to say that it made a sensation,
showed that the supply of idlers is still equal to for at that time any priest who dared to avow
republican proclivities was still regarded with
the demand.
are
more
than
sights
patience
suspicion.
Few
the
edifying
of a Parisian crowd, always good-tempered, alPere Maumus has since continued to publish
ways contented with what it receives. When it work after work, in support of the political and
paused under the President's open window, to social views of the Holy Father, ami his last one,
shout: "Long live Felix Faure! Long live the which came out this year, was received with disRepublic!" it was undoubtedly a purely spon- pleasure, and criticized in a manner that was
nothing short of dishonest, by the great number
taneous outburst of popular feeling, but the President, after one brief acknowledgment, with- of the radical journals. On the other hand, it
drew, and some one closed the window, lie may won for its author not only the approval of his
have caught sight of the omnipresent reporter, hierarchical superiors, but also a complimentary
who would be quite capable of representing the letter from Cardinal Ferrata, the former nuncio
scene as one prearranged for political effect. at Paris.
M. dc Xarfon published in the Figaro an acThe Paris of the boulevards at mid-Lent does
not vary much from year to year. The same count of an interview which he enjoyed with the
people, throwing the same confetti; the people famous Dominican.
"The ((notations which M. Bourgeois has made
grown a year older, but the confetti as young as
ever, and quite as indiscriminate in its attach- from my book," the religious remarked, "are
ments. Personal dignity is at a discount, and substantially false, and not only so, but they are
those individuals who never unbend would do radically opposed to the ideas which I have expressed. I alluded but once to M. Meline. 1
well to stay within doors.
The time for the general elections is drawing quoted a passage from one of his speeches, in
near, and the Vicomte <le Vogue has written an whioh, deploring the interference of a priest in
open letter to his constituents, in which he sets political affairs, he says, For the trilling temforth his reasons for declining to return to Par- poral power whioh he may gain, he runs the risk
liament. '? I had, ' he says,"a sincere wish to of losing the direction of souls, and the confidence
promote the welfare of the Republic, to make it of the people.' Very wise words which they
more liberal, more tolerant.
I frankly admit who comprehend the public spirit of France can
these illusions, which I shared in common with not fail to approve. And in my preface I have
many honest patriots, whose sole object was to observed, without mentioning M. Meline, that
increase the happiness and the grandeur of the power is in the hands of moderate men who
France.
I make no pretensions to ora- have no wish to wage war against religion.'
Is a recognition of the wisdom of certain
torical skill, T can only defend my principles.
Put I have become convinced thatsincere speech words uttered by M. Meline, and praise bestowed
is out of place on the parliamentary stage, where upon a moderate government, equivalent to saylies and charlatanry rule the day. I am also con- ing, M. Meline favors the Church, and grants
vinced that the present parliamentary govern- her privileges?' I think not. Moreover, the
ment, the fruit of our bad manners, is the worst whole book is devoted to demonstrating the fact
We have that the Church has nothing to gain from favor
possible system for our country.
ministry,
honest
man
at
head
of
the
bestowed by the civil power, and that not only
a very
the
Midline,
can
are freedom and the protection of the common
anarchy
M.
but what
he do amid the
he
lias
his
often
law enough for her, but they are preferable to a
struggle,
authority
with which
to
to
of
the
inof privileges resulting in a state of deprisoner,
speak,
regime
so
base
defied, the
terests, the false ideas, and sectarian passions of pendence which would be deplorable.
The union of Church and state is not a dogma.
a set of politicians. lie can do nothing.'''
All
that the Church requires is liberty. Still, in
It can not be denied that the Catholic repubefforts
at
the
licans are making no strenuous
organpresent state of affairs a separation could
ization, and it is equally undeniable that the only be effected in a spirit of hostility, and thereradicals are using this electoral organization as fore I think that the concordat should be maina weapon against the ministry. Hence the ef- tained. In troublous times like these, it offers
fort made by M. Bourgeois, the leader of the a guarantee of comparative liberty for the Church,
radical party, to arraign Pere Maumus, a Domin- and its abrogation would plunge us into unknown
ican priest, who is no less famous in the pol- difficulties.
itical than in the religious world.
" Let not the Catholic candidates present themselves
the
at the next elections as Catholics ?Cathinveighing
against
M. Bourgeois was
but as
olicism
is not a party ; it is a religion
whose
he
be
summed
says,
may
up
policy,
r Ulii's,
But
first
let
Maumus,
as
liberal
liberals,
republicans.
words
of
Pere
he
afwhereby
in the
of
meaning
comprehension
is
them
have
a
clear
the
Meline's
more
infinitely
policy
firms that M.
advantageous to the Church than a return to the of these words.
"I call that man a republican who is sincerely
royalist government could possibly be. M. Bourof
the
attached
spirit
has
the
to the Republic. I call him a liberal
completely
falsified
geois
who
has
a sincere love of liberty implanted in
text.
of
I can not accept as a republican a
is
a
man
his
heart
years
age,
Pere Maumus
fifty-five
monarchist, who means to emin
religious
slightly
disguised
been
a
thirty-five
years
who has
order. He is tall, with an open and very in- brace the Republic only to strangle it. I can
tellectual countenance, and strongly marked not accept as a liberal the republican who upfeatures. He may more fitly be described as a holds laws made in violation of liberty. Can any
precursor than a ralrii, for, fifteen days before* man doubt that the educational law, fettering, as
the appearance of the famous encyclical, which, it does, the practice of one of the most manifest
in counseling Catholics to submit to the Re- duties of the priesthood, is opposed to freedom 'i
public, won for those who accepted the counsel And it is no less contrary to those principles of
the name of rallii'. a word for which we have no equality of which we hear so much, since it dc-
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prives the children id' the people of that religious
instruction for which chaplains are provided by
the state in the higher schools and colleges."
In reply to a question concerning the desir
ability of voting for a monarchist in preference
to a non-liberal republican, the Dominican said
" I should strongly advise a Catholic voter t<>
abstain from voting for either. If the Catholic
republicans who are,for the most part, rallies, go
on voting for monarchists, how can their sincerity
escape suspicion ? The interest of religion requires that under no circumstances shall a Catholic vote for refractories."

:

"And how about ecclesiastical candidates?"
There should be no such candidates, at least,
no new ones. As priests it becomes us to avoid
every appearance of political ambition. We
ought to banish forever the memory that the
clergy was once the foremost political body in
the state. We are now the devoted servants of
the Church and of our country. If the idea
were once to enter the minds of the French people that we aspired to sit in the legislative assembly, our salutary influence over them would
be seriously impaired, if not lost beyond hope of
recovery. If it be true that this political ambition is what men mean by the term clericalism,
then let us who love the Church forbear to call

"

ourselves clericals."
General Foreign Notes.

Father Lomuardo, a Dominican priest, in
union with four eminent Sicilian Catholics, has
lately issued a pamphlet containing an appeal
not only to the Catholics of Italy, but to those
of other countries as well, to collaborate in a
great work.

The eminent men who address this appeal to
the Catholic public are members of a commission
formed during the 3d Sicilian Catholic Congress
which was held last August for the purpose of
establishing in Palermo a daily newspaper which
shall be a model on a grand scale.
These five delegates agree with Monsignor
Ketteler, bishop of Mayencc, who said once
that if St. Paul were living in this age, he would
be a journalist. The newspaper is the only
literature that men will read in these feverish
times. As Victor Hugo would say, It has killed
the reading of books."
Journalism is among (lie most formidable
weapons of our modern warfare. These Sicilians
say, "We have not a single Catholic daily which
is all that it ought to be." This is no accusation,
A real newspaper
but simply a confession.
should be all things to all men." It ought to
include everything from theology to art, from
the theatre and the romance to the economic and
other sciences. Nothing should be neglected.
II Sole, The Sun, they propose to call the sheet,
which is to illumine the world, from Palermo.
A great awakening is going on throughout the
length and breadth of the land. Catholics are
organizing everywhere, and in order that this
organization may be efficacious, it needs a great
daily newspaper. Father Lombardo appeals to the
whole world to come to his assistance, for it will
need a long list of subscriptions to make his
scheme successful.

"

"

Kissia, like France and England, has her
Rothschilds, although in the empire of the north
their patronymic is not the same as lliat of the
great financiers of Paris. They are called
Poljakov, and, like the Rothschilds, they belong
to the race and religion of Israel. The Poljakov
family owns nine commercial banks, which are
among the richest in Russia, one insurance company, five railroads, one line of steamers, and
four great industrial establishments. According
to the official statistics, their capital is between
sixty and seventy millions of roubles. The
father of the present head of the family, who
founded the house, forty years ago, began life as
a dealer in old clothes.
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invoke the intercession of the saints, implore the anoe, to ten years'imprisonment. Afterwards the
ReligCouusrenC
t omment patronage
of the mother of God, and to pray for Count went to Fiesole, and he died in Italy in

the repose'of departed souls, and our Country
INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS Parson acknowledges that advanced Ritualists so
believe and worship
are not likely to remain
IN THE MAGAZINES.
in the Anglican communion should the time ever
Tractarianism in England.
come when that church shall authoritatively deThe latest number of the Contemporary Review clare theirbelief heretical and forbid their forms
contains an interesting article on"The Decline of devotion.
of Tractarianism from the pen of a contributor
The Ashburnham Library.
who calls himself a Country Parson. According
The recent sale of a portion of the Ashburnto his views, the phase of Tractarianism of which
ham Library in London recalls to Mr. Herhe writes, and which is, perhaps, better charbert Putnam the fact that its former owner,
acterized as Ritualism, is losing ground steadily
Lord Ashburnham, purchased a number of
in England, not because its peculiar practices
manuscripts and volumes from the individual
and professions of faith have less followers and
who was known as Count Libri, and he conadherents than formerly ; but for the reason that tributes an
interesting paper, "The Romance
dissensions have begun to creep into the ranks of
of a Famous Library," to the April Atlantic
the Ritualists, with disastrousresults to the cause
Monthly upon that personage and his depredawhich they champion. This writer makes no
tions in certain French libraries. It seems that
secret of his satisfaction with the present conin the year ls:iO Count Libri went to Paris from
dition of the Ritualistic movement as he sees it ;
Florence and secured a professor's position in the
he has no sympathy with that phase of Tracthe French
tarianism, and yet he does not endeavor to deny College of France. He proposed to
cataloguing
that it has gained great ascendancy in the Angli- government certain plans for the
can church. Nor is this ascendancy, he admits, of manuscripts in the principal communal libraries
to be found only among the lay members of that which he had formulated ; but the ministry then
sect and the lower grades of its ministers. "By in
power did not see fit to adopt his suggestions.
far the greater number of the bishops," declares A
change of ministry occurring in 1841, howthis Country Parson, "are in sympathy with it; ever,
the Count's ideas were sanctioned, and he
it contains a considerable majority of the benewas
secretary of a commission that
appointed
ficed and unbeneficed clergy, and the theological
with the cataloguing of the manucolleges are very largely in the hands of its ad- was charged
That gave the Count the opportunity he
herents." Undersuch circumstances it naturally scripts.
for, as Mr. Putnam says, in the comfollows that the Anglican religious press, as this wanted,
munal
libraries
of France were then anil still
writer says is the case, shows, in a majority of
its publications, the influence of Ritualistic are preserved many of the most precious manuof the Middle and miscalled Dark Ages.
thought, and that this influence biases the re- scripts
statement, he adds, is true of the libraries
ligious opinions of those who read the Anglican This
Lyons, Grenoble, Carpentras, Montchurch papers. Whether or not this Country of Dijon,
Parson be right in his belief that Ritualism is pelier and Poitiers, and it is especially true of
of Tours and Orleans. In the Tours
losing ground in England we have no accurate the libraries
tells us, are preserved
he
furthermore
library,
means of discovering, but judging from the difof the old Abbey of Marmoutier, of the
the
spoils
that
ferences
every now and then show themselves
Martin of Tours, of the
among the Ritualists, he would seem to have famous community of St.
of many minor convents
chapter
cathedral
and
warrant for his declaration that those advanced
and churches. This library, so we are informed,
" High "-churchmen are not a unit on funda- boasts
of an evangelistary of the eighth century
mental points of their own doctrines and have
given by Henry 11. of England
of
a
charter
not escaped altogether from those perils, arising
Carthusians,
to
the
restored to that country
unguarded
pursuit
from the
of higher criticism,
him
as
of
an expiatory offering
part
by
which have wrought so much havoc in other
a Becket, and many
murder
of
Thomas
for
the
Protestant sects. Probably, too, the adverse
These French
valuable
of
the
classics.
editions
decision lately rendered by Pome on the question
libraries
have
many
experienced
communal
of the validity of Anglican orders? a matter of
more vital concern to the Ritualists than to the vicissitudes during the years of their existence,
Mr. Putnam mentions the fact that the one
ordinary Anglicans?has not been without its and
at Tours was pillaged by Protestants in the year
effects on that phase of Tractarianism which this Kift-2.
Country Parson considers in his paper, with evident satisfaction because he believes that its inHow the French Libraries Suffered.
fluence is on the wane.
The circumstance that the majority of the
French communal libraries were poorly supplied
Whither Will They Go?
Our Country Parson ventures no opinion as to with competent custodians, Mr. Putnam says,
where the advanced Ritualists will go when, as facilitated the accomplishment of Count Libri's
he thinks, their professions and practices will no fell designs in their regard. He went about his
longer be permitted within the Anglican fold. It work of spoliation in a systematic manner. In
is enough for him to know that Ritualism is los- some instances he stole entire volumes, substiing ground, and he probably entertains flic belief tuting other books in theirplaces, a performance
that, when it is entirely eliminated from Angli- which the incompetencyof the librarians enabled
canism, its present adherents will fall back quietly him to do. He filched one manuscript here and
into the forms and modes of worship which another there, nor did he cease his predatory
obtained in English Protestant circles before the work until he had gotten together several hunTractariaii movement came into existence and dred volumes, all of which were stolen from the
introduced Ritualistic fashions. Doubtless some,, French libraries. After he had gathered his
perhaps the majority, of the Ritualists will fol- spoils together, he began to disfigure and corrupt
low such a course in case the time ever comes the text of certain volumes, so as to give to Italian
when their manner of worship will cease to be personages and places the credit that rightly beallowed iv Anglican churches. But many, very longed to Frenchmen and France. He had
many, of them, in such a contingency, will act some of the volumes rebound, in order to
otherwise, and the only road that will be open lessen the chances of their being recognized
for such persons is the one that leads to Home, as French library books ; and he claimed to
and over which so many Ritualists have already have bought the collection of manuscripts and
traveled and others are still journeying. Be the books from an Italian bibliophile. He disoutcome of this Traotariai
ivemenl which the posed of some of the manuscripts in different
writer debates, then, what it may, the Anglican ways, and then tried to get the great European
church is sure to be a loser; for it can not, in libraries to purchase the rest of his stolen colleccase it oondemns Ritualism, win back to bald tion.
When he failed in that, he offered his
Protestantism many persons whom now, despite spoils to Lord Ashburnham, who took them and
their " High "church proclivities and practices, gave him eight thousand pounds in payment for
it counts as members of its fold. People who them. Meanwhile rumors of the Count's depredafor years have believed .firmly, albeit altogether tions in the libraries began to circulate, and, takmistakenly, that in their church exist a valid ing alarm, he tied to England, with eighteen
priesthood, the true Sacrifice of the Mass, and real boxesof books. He wasindicted in France,howSacraments, ami who have been accustomed to ever, convicted and condemned, on his non-appear?
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1869. Nine years afterwards the Lord Ashburnham who bought the stolen books departed this
life, and his son, who evidently did not inherit
his father's literary tastes, offered his library to
the British Museum. A Frenchman, Delisle
by name, warned that institution that the Ashburnham collection contained many stolen
volumes; but the warning was unnecessary, for
parliament declined to make the appropriation
required for the purchase of the Ashburnham
library. When representations were made to the
new Lord Ashburnham that his collection contained stolen works, and suggestions were advanced that experts lie called in to decide what
volumes belonged to France, the Englishman
told M. Delisle that heneeded no otherexpert than
himself; and when proofs were furnished he restored a Pentateuch whioh Count Libri had pil-

fered, saying that although English law would
allow him to keep the book, he would insist upon
making France a gift of it. Mr. Putnam enhances
the interest of his paper by describing in it

various other instances of the way in which
great libraries, that of the Vatican included, have
at times suffered "from literary depredators.
One View of the Æneid.
A writerinthe"Contributors'Club"ofthis issue
of the Atlantic devotes a column or two to the famous.lesuit Father.lean Hardouinandhis curious
literary claims. Here we are told that Pere Hardouin, who lived in France in the seventeenth
century, advanced the extravagant proposition
that Virgil never wrote the celebrated poem with
which his name is immortally associated. The
.Eneid, according to this French Jesuit, was
written after the year L230, and it is in
reality a religious allegory recounting the
victory of Christianity over the Mosaic
and heathen religions and the introduction of the true faith into Italy and other parts
of Europe, with a recital of its growth and de-

velopment, of the foundation and use of the
Holy See and its triumph over all obstacles that
opposed it. The Trojans of whose exploits the
Mantuan bard sings and, by the way, Rev.
Doctor McKenzie of the neighboring city across
the Charles made a very neat and happy allusion
to Virgil's poem when he took for the subject of
?

one of his recent addresses Alms and the Man"
are in reality the Christians ; the burning of
Troy stands for the destruction of Jerusalem, and
the advent of the Trojans into Italy is descriptive
of the spread of Christianity over Europe ; while
.Eneas represents Christ. Pere Hardouin's
work, in which these preposterous claims are
made, this writer tells us was written in Latin,
and has never been translated into any other
tongue. Of course, the claims in question are
not accepted, though the statement is made that
the French Jesuit succeeds as well in his essay as
do the Baconians who claim that Shakespeare
never wrote the plays that bear his name. Asa
matter of fact, Virgil was not the only Latin
writer against whom Pere Hardouin leveled his
skeptical shafts. He claimed that a Benedictine
monk of the twelfth century wrote the Odes
that we credit to Horace: that Homer was not
the real author of the Iliad, nor 1 lerodotus of his
History, nor Plautus of his Comedies. But the
good Jesuit, who was an ornament to his order
and age, was simply displaying his wit when he
made such claims as these, all of which are to he
found in the large folio "Harduini Opera Yaria,"
which was printed at Amsterdam, in 1738. He
was a man of fine literary tastes and great learning, and as librarian of the famous College of
Louis le Grand, he enjoyed leisure and exceptional opportunities for prosecuting his odd literary ideas. He was the Father Prout of his age;
but lie could write seriously as well as jocosely.
The best edition of the naturalist Pliny, aquartoin
five volumes, published at Paris in It>S9, that we
have was compiled of him: and his "Collection of the Councils," fifteen folio volumes, Paris,
1715, displays his great erudition and theological research. He also wrote several other valuable works, among them a commentary on the
New Testament. He died at Paris, in a house
of his order, Sept. '\u25a0->. 17:29, at the advanced age
of eighty-three : and although the epitaph on his
monument, which was written by the bishop of
Rochester, pronounces him a man who was fond
of literary paradoxes, it also proclaims him one
ol' prodigious memory.
?
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ChurcCalendar.
SiNtiAY, April 17. Low Sunday. Epistle,
John v., 4-10 : gospel, John xx., 19-81. In the

gospel of today we have the injunction given the
disciples when Jesus appeared on the occasion
that silenced instantly the doubts of Thomas.

:

It is this
" Whose sins you shall forgive they
are forgiven them and whose sins you shall retain they are retained." This shows that we
must confess our sins to a priest, for Our Lord
did not intend that the power to absolve from
sin should rest with His apostles alone. No, He
intended that the sacrament of Penance should
be a perpetual help to the weak and wavering in
the trials and temptations of this life. But to
benefit by it we must confess all our sins frankly
and without reservation, for if we conceal one
mortal sin it were better that we had remained
away from the tribunal of penance altogether.
To add another mortal sin to the many
and deadly offences we have already committed is not to make a good confession.
Far from it! It is another weight added
to the burden of guilt with which the devil is trying to sink us into hell. We must specify our
sins and the number of times that we have committed them, if we are to derive any benefit from
confession. Also we must state the circumstances
that would increase the enormity of our offence
against Almighty God. If we rob the poor we
are greater sinners than if we stole from the rich,
though either action is a mortal sin that can not
be pardoned unless we are sincerely penitent
and make restitution of our ill-gotten gains.
Many people rush to confession without making
a careful examination of conscience, and thus
omit the telling of many sins which should be
confessed if the penitent really wishes to amend
his life. The making of a careless confession is
not the way to obtain the grace of God. Take
time to receive properly the benefits that will
follow a sincere and unqualified confession, and
do not try to find excuses for the errors you
have committed. Acknowledge them sincerely
without mental reservation, and you will be a
true child of God, fully prepared to approach
His altar and receive in Holy Communion the
body and blood, soul and divinity of Jesus Christ.
If you pray earnestly and fervently you will be
enabled to do this, for God will always respond
to all reasonable requests that are presented at
the throne of His mercy. But at the same time
you must not be over-scrupulous or morbidly conscientious, for you thus create that unquietness
of mind in whioh the devil rejoices. God will
have compassion on your weaknesses if you make
up your mind to be honest in your dealings with
Him and with yourself. You can not expect to
be perfect, but you must approach as near perfection as your fallen state will permit. If you
have a hearty detestation for your sins, those
that you have not wilfully of carelessly overlooked will be forgiven you by a Father who
does not desire the death of a sinner. The
Scriptural aspiration, " From my hidden sins
cleanse me, O Lord," should be frequently
used by the penitent who wishes to conceal
nothing, and only desires the pardon of God for
numerous lapses from virtue. The Church
obliges us to go to confession at least once a year
if we would remain within her pale, but what a
poor Catholic is he who only seeks the confessional annually. Row is it possible for the
sinner who takes advantage of this concession on
the part of the Church to be a really good Catholic '! He may be one in name and he may never
miss Mass on Sundays or holydays, but certainly
his example is not one to be followed by any one
who wishes to be always in the line of promotion to heaven. Is it possible for a man to absent
himself a year from the tribunal of penance and
still retain the grace of God? The circumstances
would have to be of a very exceptional character
to enable us to answer this question in the

:
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Religious Instruction.
FAITH.

Surely there is something in religion which
none but the good can feel ?none but the wise
appreciate; something which lifts up the soul
against the pressure of adversity, and hurries it
forward to repose on the bosom of its God.
Meek souls! whose humble faith can prize
Those heavenliest gifts of man,
Obedience aud self-sacrifice?
Life's first, last, only plan.
By which we mount, " from grace to grace,"
Toward our celestial dwelling-place.
Monday.

In all times and seasons, and under every circumstance, there is something to be found in the
words of Christ, well suited to our state. His
words are like a well finished portrait, which
whoever looks upon conceives theeyes to be fixed
upon him. In order to have your faith simple,
and your hope steadily fixed upon God, you are
here.
Your virtues shall not die with you,
Or those you leave behind
Destined each year to bloom anew,
And ampler space to find
For boughs o'er earth that spread and wave,
Though centred in your silent grave.
Tuesday.
One single bad book is enough to infect a

:

whole family. It passes through a variety of
hands, the contagion circulates, and brings corruption to thousandsof people and especially the
young.

" lie giveth His beloved sleep."
The haughty sow the wind;
The storm they
the tempest reap
But rest they can not find.
Wednesday.

sow:

:

Our Redeemer, amidst His glory, is employed
about us. He is attentive to our wants. He executes in heaven the office of mediator in our
behalf. He exhibits to His Father the scars of
the wounds received at His Passion, to implore
His mercy in favor of mankind.
Ambition doth but chase a gleam;
An idol toy the sword
The crown a mockery; power a dream,
For Christ alone is Lord.
Thursday.
How admirable, O God, is Thy holy law!

:

The first lesson which we learned from the
life of Our Blessed Lord on Easter Day was a
lesson of peace. Tomorrow we will be concerned
with another lesson. It is the lesson of faith,
and to those who learn well this lesson Our
Lord promises His special blessing.
Faith gives to the man who has it a certitude of all things higher than any other certitude
we can have in this life. Human reason assures
us of certain facts, of certain existences, but
divine faith leads us on above human reason to
the Author of the facts, to the Creator and Preserver and Lawgiver of those existences. So
that the man who has the gift of divine faith
knows more certainly facts and existences than he
who has it not, because by this gift he refers them
all to the Absolute, they being all only relative.
The gift of faith, as every Catholic knows, is
given in Baptism. What is there in the gift of
Baptism which constitutes the baptized man a
new creature in the sight of God, considering that
the natural man is one who is wounded by original
sin in his intellect, will, and affections? Considering this, we ask how can this soul, born into
the worldunder this sad condition,be re-createdf
Christ, speaking to Xicodemus, gives us the
answer, " Except man be born again, he can not
enter into the kingdom of God." It will concern
us, tomorrow, to consider only one of these gifts.
the gift of the intellect.
By Baptism man is given the gift of faith.
Faith is the act of the re-created intellect, and
only of the re-created intellect. It is a divinely
inspired gift by which the baptised man is enabled to apprehend the acts of God and believe
them as true. It is a divinely inspired gift by
which not only can he penetrate the unseen, by
which the visible things of this world become
clearer and more visible, because we begin to
see them in the light in which God sees them.
Therefore, wisely does the Church sing every
Sunday in the Mass, I believe in all things,

How sublimeits dictates! How pure its morality !
and how much elevated above our corruption.
Such a doctrine can come from Thee only, O
Lord ! The more it is examined the more
clearly does the equity and the wisdom of it visible and invisible."
appear.
The gift of faith puts into the soul of every
Loud as that trumpet doomed to raise the dead,
baptised man a capacity for receiving the truth
God's voice does sometimes fall on us in fear :
More often with a music low, yet clear,
and nothing but the truth. Such is the advanSoft whispering, "Itis I; be not afraid."
tage the Christian has over the unbaptized man.
Friday.
He has a quality which enables him to reach the
The best road to faith is an honest effort after
for which God in the beginning
great purity of life, for when the light shineth in I'rand end
darkness, tile darkness does not comprehend it. created him. By means of the gift of faith,
?'
then, man passes to union with God. By use of
Blessed " are they who, like their gentle Master,
Calm the heart's storms with words of Joy and peace, the divine gift man becomes, as it were, rilled with
Holy their title, " (lod's beloved children,"
God and sharer of the divine beatitude. It is a
Restful their home when earthly sorrows cease.
Joyous Sr. Francis passed along life's wayside,
gift which, used rightly, makes him apprehend
Singing of peace, as angels sang of old,
truth in matters of faith and morals.
Ottering to men its everlasting blessings,
Every baptized person has the capacity, but
Kindling new" love in hearts that had grown cold.
The most that
not all do, will, or can use it.
Saturday.
recognize
the truth
As frightened women clutch at the reins when many a man can do is to
there is danger, so do we grasp at God's govern- when he hears it as truth, but not to find it out.
ment with our prayers. Thanksgiving with a This, then, is a gift, or, if you will, a divine inand the rest, silence and submisfull heart,
spiration, left to the sons and daughters of the
sion to the Divine Will.
Church for their own special heritage. It divides
Each of (lod's soldiers bears
A sword divine ;
them from those without by a wide chasm.
Stretch out thy trembling bands
Such is the reason why men who wander in
Today for thine.
error so often come at last to the end, andbecome
during the year, for thus only can we obtain the good Catholics. Because they have perceived
power to resist temptation. Lent is past, but that to the mind of the baptized, good and devout
the obligation to abstain from those sins which Catholic, there is a certainty in all things, both
will make us afraid to approach the confessional visible and invisible, which science, false philoften is always present.
osophy, and the world never could attain to.
Monday, April 18. St. Isidore, Bishop, ConGuard, then, and keep alive and burning the
fessor and Doctor of the Church.
the earnest and constant use of
Tiesdav, April 19. St. Leo 1., Pope, Con- «-ift of faith, and
it maybe said of you at the
sacraments,
the
that
Church.
fessor and Doctor of the
last, lUessed is he because, though he saw not,
Wednesday, April 20. Feria.
Thursday, April 21. St, Anselm, Bishop, vet he believed."

"

?

"

???

Confessor ano! Doctor of the Church.
Gun metes out the -recompense according to
Friday, Ajril '-1. SS. Soter and Cains, Popes
the
fervor applied, the difficulty overcome, the
Martyrs.
affirmative.
Therefore we should pray con- and
endured, the small satisfaction.
weariness
April
Martyr.
S.Miifnu.,
23. St. George,
stantly for the perseverance to confess frequently
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Temperance.
WRITE IT.
Write it on the workhouse gate,
Write it on the schoolboy's slate,
it on the copybook,
That the young may often look,
"Where there's drink, there's danger.''
Write it on the churchyard mound,
Where the rum-slain dead are found ;
Write il on the gallows high,
Write for all the passers-by,
" Where there's drink, there's danger."
Write it in the nation's laws,
Write it after every clause:
Write it on each ballot white,
So it can be read aright,
"Where there's drink, there's danger."
Write: it on our ships that, sail,
Borne along by storm and gale
Write it large in letters plain,
Over every land and main,
" Where there's drink, there's danger."

:

On the laws of every land,
" Where there's drink, there's danger."

WHY

A

MAN SHOULD NOT DRINK.
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charge
the committee having
is arcs the affair in
©
ranging to have a competitive drillfor temperance
Cadets ami Pioneer companies, a feature that

can not fail to prove interesting to all.
St. Mary's Society has ever been noted for its
hospitality, nor will its reputation suffer any in
this respect on May 30, as the committee has
made arrangements for a banquet complimentary
to the delegates. Refreshments will also be
served to all who take part in the parade.
The committee in charge of this affair is com-

posed of threeenergetic workers, Messrs.Maurice
Dinneen, C. E. Bonning ami Frank .1. Welsh,
who are doing all in their power to make the
Archdioeesan Convention in Maiden, this year,
a worthy introduction, as it were, to the great
national convention to be held in Boston in
August.
The Hey. William J. Casey, representing the
Rev. Father Neagle, pastor and spiritual
director, is very enthusiastic in the work, recognizing the impetus which a successful issue
to all these preparations must necessarily give
the temperance cause, and the moral effect upon
the community at large, which will result from
the sight of so many earnest Catholic men and
women assembled together in the furtherance of
a work so important.

Friendly Hints.
POVERTY

NO BAR TO LEARNING.

What shall I say to the young man who has
written to inform me that he is too poor to cultivate his mind, and that, therefore, he must content himself with remaining in a state of comparative ignorance'/ Simply that he is on the
wrong track, and must retrace his steps without
delay. Now I know that poverty is sometimes
very inconvenient, to say the least, but it need
not check a young fellow's mental development.
Indeed, I know many rich men's sons who are so
intellectually and morally uncultivated thai they
are in intelligence little above the beasts that
perish. They have not felt the necessity of
working, and have nourished an inclination toward indolence, until they are incapable of making an effort. They only follow the whim of the
passing moment and drift, without reflection, to
the shores of nowhere. .My dear young friend,
they are more to be pitied than you are, in spite
of your poverty. If you resolve to retain what
you read, and stick to your resolution, you will
be far richer in knowledge than many who have
apparently better means of acquiring it.
It is not necessary for you to be universally
cultured. Life is too short for the accumulation
of the results of all human study. To understand
a few things well is better than to know many
things after a very superficial fashion. In one
of the old reading-books there used to be a story
of a boy who was a careless student. Iv none of
the many branches that he took up at school was
he proficient. Time passed on and he grew to

Because it isn't good for him.
Because it isn't good for his family.
Because it wastes his money.
TEMPERANCE NOTES.
Because he is liable to drink to excess.
The Father Mathew Society of North Adams,
Because drink isn't necessary to health.
will hold a temperance meeting, April 19,
Mass.,
Because, on the contrary, it has been proven
manhood without being prepared to follow any
at
which
Mrs. Lake, second vice-president of the pursuitrequiring
detrimental.
skill in its performance. Various
IT.,lT
Because happiness doesn'tdepend on drinking. National C. T. A. ., will make the principal positions were offered him, but he was obliged
address.
to decline to accept them because he was unfitted
Because misery often results therefrom.
to discharge the duties attendant upon them.
If
the
rehearsals
in
Because it is often the ruin of homes.
progress are any criterion,
At last he was forced, to save himselffrom starvBecause it never helps a man in the struggle the annual minstrel show of the St. Augustine ing, to take the place of a common laborer.
It
of life.
C. T. A. Society of South Boston should attain was an honest occupation, but not one that he
Because it hinders good endeavor.
a great success.
This is the fourth annual wouldhave sought if he had not wilfully neglected
minstrel
show
given
by this Society, and will his opportunities. You need not envy those
Because it lowers the tone of a family.
whom
to be more fortunately situated
at
Hall, E street, than you believe
place
Augustine's
Because it opens the door to temptation.
take
St.
yourself if you do not throw away your
Because it forms a habit almost impossible to South Boston, April 28. Much credit is due to chances for improvement. Hearken to the wise
the young ladies of the parish, who are taking a words of an author who has written much on the
overcome.
lively
interest in the success of the performance. intellectual life :" A rich man may sit down to
Because many a mother's heartache may be
an enormous banquet, but he can only make good
traced to it.
Tut-: Father Mathew Society of Dalfon, Mass., use of the little that he is able to digest. So it is
Because jails and orphan asylums proclaim its
has elected these officers for the ensuing year: with thesplendidintellectual banquet that isbefore
work.
President, Richard Pender; vice-president,Wi- the rich man's eyes. He can only possess what
Because drunkards' graves are so numerous.
has energy to master, and too frequently the
lliam Tally; clerk, Thomas Galligan ; financial he
manifest impossibility of mastering everything
Because children inherit the taste for drink.
secretary, Michael Woodlock ; corresponding produces a feeling of discouragement that ends
Because there are a thousand other reasons
secretary, John Brophy ; treasurer, William in his mastering nothing. A poor student, eswhich we have not time to enumerate, all pointWalsh ; directors, Albert Hoxie, John O'Laugh- pecially if he live in an out-of-the-way place
ing to the folly of drinking intoxicants, and to lin,George Fromey, .John Hanrahan and William where there are no big libraries to bewilder him,
the wisdom of being a total abstainer.
Glendon. The society has sixty-five members may apply his energy with effect in the study of
in good standing. Their receipts last year were a few authors." Imagine that you are that poor
about f900; of this amount *400 was paid on student, my young friend, and go to work with
THE ARCHDIOCESAN CONVENTION.
the debt of the building; the present indebted- a will with the educational material you have at
ness is ¥.550, which the members hope to wipe hand.
The annual convention of the Catholic Total
An acquaintance of mine calls education,
out this year. A committee of eleven has been
Abstinence Union of the archdiocese of Boston, appointed to make the arrangements for the an- memory stuffing. This is hardly an accurate
which will be held in Maiden, May 80, promises nual ball May '21.
definition, for education means to educe, to draw
out, but it contains some grains of truth and
to be one of the most successful events of late
The St, Aloysius Young Men's Total Absti- common sense. To read a great deal without
years, in the annals of the Union. It is six years
nence Benevolent Society, of Scran ton, Pa., is a remembering what you have read is a waste of
since an annual archdiocesan convention was
model association of its kind. It is one of the time. It is mental dissipation. Therefore, read
held in Maiden, and all signs indicate at present
books until, if I may be ellargest temperance societies in the Scranton dio- and re-read good
that the St. Mary's Society will repeat the sucLowed
to vary a quotation, they are familiar in
having
a membership of 600 young men, your
cese,
mind as household words. During Lent, if
cess of that former occasion, and make this convarying in age from sixteen to thirty years. The you are as good a Catholic as I take you to be,
vention of the temperance societies of the arch- society has one of the finest meeting balls in the
you have, probably, poor as you are. abstained
diocese of Boston one long to be remembered.
country,, in which there is a free library well from many things that you like. Now that the
A public parade is proposed, tor which ex- stocked with good books and current periodicals. penitential season is past do not think that the
tensive preparations are now being made, the The report of the financial secretary for the year time for abstinence is entirely over. Every man
energy of all interested being directed to make it ending March 1, 1 sits, is well worthy of exami- who expects to be anybody must beware of selfnation. It shows that the total receipts during indulgence and its twin brother, self-pity.
the largest and most impressive of its kind that
that period were 13,915.57, and the total expen- Abstain from these and you will develop a manly
has been held for many years. To this end the ditures $8,451.51, making the cash gain during character that will
prevent) repining. More time
.Maiden society is putting forth unusual exertions the year, 1494.06. Had it not been necessary to is lost complaining against hard luck than it
to increase its membership, besides which circu- expend 1697.86 to refurnish the rooms, the surwould take to achieve independence. If the
lars have been sent out to many Other societies plus would have been larger than in any previous American colonists did nothing but complain,
There was in the treasury on March 1, they would be under English rule today. They
inviting them to participate. Already an unex- year.
7, 1989.69. The society has $2,000 invested acted, and that is what you must do if you do
'l*!>
pected number of societies have signified in city school bonds, and with an
account of not wish to remain always in your present
thtir intention of parading, and everything *105.-J(i which was paid during 1897, their total position. One of the old poets says
points to a complete success as far as the parade cash possessions amount to $3,538.95. Their
" Much one man can do
That does both act and know."
is concerned. Those societies which have not yet assets are placed at $3,711.09, making the presAnd, with this aphorism, I wish my young
taken favorable action on the invitation are urged ent worth of the association $7,260.04. This
thrifty society is an object lesson for other asso- correspondent the success that almost invariably
to do so at once, in order that all arrangements ciations.
Temperance and thrift usually 140 follows energetic, determined and continuous
m iv be perfected in time. Besides the parade together.
?*<"*\u25a0
Bkxkdict Bill.
7
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HEART REVIEW.

Tapleyville, and Asylum Station, the latter being for the
accommodation of the State Insane Asylum, which is the
largest building in Essex County and one of the largest
New England. It occupies a most prominent posiUNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS. in allbeing
on the summit of Hawthorne Hill, about 260
tion,
above
sea-level.
feet
How to Oet a Badge and Manual.
Danvers has an excellent tire department, including
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Review,
nine hose companies and one hook and ladder company ;
with
dollars
for
the
subscription,
two
or renews an old
and there is an electric tire alarm and a comprehensive
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
hydrant system, so that alarms can be quickly given and
If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge promptly responded to. Lack of space forbids my going
for you send in your name andbe enrolled as a member, into detail concerning schools and churches of the town,
and sign the League promise and keep it, that is, if with the exception of the Catholic Church.
Closely connected with the educational system is the
you are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any special or Peabody Institute, a very prominent feature of which is a
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate library free to the public. This institute was established
about thirty years ago, but now occupies a buildiner
($2) is paid to this office direct. J
erected in 1883, which is a beautiful example of modern
"colonial" architecture. It stands back from the street,
Don't Crowd.
srrounded by spacious and beautiful ground s, and is one
1!Y ALICE CAREY.
of the most attractive features of a town which is visited
by thousands on account of its natural beauty and many
Don't crowd! this world is large enough
points of historic interest. In Danvers is the house
For you as well as me
in which General Putnam, or "Old Put," of Revolutionary
of
art
are
wide
open
The doors
fame, was born, and there are several more houses here
The realm of thought is free.
that are of historic interest.
Of all earth's places, you are right
Before 1880 there were very few natives of] Ireland reTo choose the best you can,
siding in Danvers. Between 1850 and 1859 there came here
Provided that you do not try
considerable numbers and made homes for themselves.
To crowd some other man.
The first man of Irish birth to settle here was Daniel
What matter though you scarce can count
Crowley, who came about 1841. Edward McKeigue was
Your piles of golden ore,
another early settler. It was in thelatter's house that the
While he can hardly strive to keep
first Catholic service was held on Nov. 1, 1854. The Rev.
Gaunt famine from the door?
Thomas Shanan of the church of the Immaculate Conception of Salem officiated. Afterwards regular services
Of willing hands and honest hearts
Alone should men be proud!
were held at Franklin hall. The Universalists gave up
Then give him all the room he needs
their church in 185(1, and the Catholics bought it. The
And never try to crowd.
first resident pastor was the Rev. Charles Davin ;he was
a gentleman advanced in years and greatly beloved. His
Don't crowd, proud miss! your dainty silk
successor, the Rev. Father O'Reilly, remained only one
Will glisten none the less
year. The Rev. Patrick Halley was appointed to Danvers
comes
with
Because it
in contact
April, 187.1, and his pastorate extended to September,
A beggar's tattered dress ;
1*82; the Rev. D. R. Kennedy's from that date to
This lovely world was never made
April, 1885, when the present pastor,, Rev. Thomas E.
For you and me alone ;
Power,was appointed; his assistant is the Rev. Father
A pauper has a right to tread
Crowley.
The pathway to a throne.
Yours truly,
Mary Coleman (age 13 years).
crowd the good from out your heart

FutMOreW
nad omen.
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By fostering all that's bad,
But give to every virtue room
The best that may be had ;
Be each day's record such a one
That you may well be proud;
(live each his rights: give each bis room
And never try to crowd.

Clinton, Mass., March 19, 1898.

?

Dear Uncle Jack:
This is my first letter to you. lam nine years old. I
go to St. John's parochial school and I am in the fourth
grade. My studies are catechism, arithmetic, reading,
spelling, writing, grammar and geography. I like catechism and reading the best. My teacher's name is Sister
Mary Dc Chantal, and our pastor's name is the Rev Father Patterson. I like to go to school very much. We
had a mission in our parish for two weeks, beginning
Feb. 27. The first week was for the women and the
second week was for the men. On Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday of the first week beautiful instructions were
given to the children by the Rev. Father Hyacinth, whom
we liked very much. After that we had Benediction. On
Tuesday afternoon the children of the parish who had received their First Holy Communion went to confession to
the mission Fathers.
lam very glad spring is coming. I have a little sister
and a cousin whom I play with in the fine weather. We
like to play together very much. As this is my first letter
to you I hope you will excuse my mistakes, and I hope I
will see my letter in the Review. I will now close my
letter as it is very long, and I remain
Your loving niece,
Katie Bkodbick.
Letters have a way of shrinking when they're put into
type, haven't they? Katie must try a really long letter
some day. Next time she writes Uncle Jack hopes she
will tell him about the games she plays with her sister
and her cousin and the other children. Uncle Jack is
very much interested in the games children play. Has
Katie read many story-books? Will she tell Uncle Jack
about those she likes best? Uncle Jack hopes she is
learning some good poetry by heart.
?

The Place I Live In.
Danvers was incorporated in 1757, but its existence as a
community may be said to have begun 118 years before
that time. Danvers is supposed to have taken its name
from an old English family. Danvers was more generally
known as Salem Village or Salem Witchcraft." Very
few, excepting those who have made a study of the subject, realize that Danvers had any connection with the
witchcraft craze, and yet it had its inception here, in the
family of a minister who resided in what is now called
Danvers Centre. It was early in 1t?92 that the witchcraft
trouble began, and its continuance was as brief as it was
violent, for hardly a year passed before the people saw
and repented of their folly and discharged many who were
awaiting trial on the charge of having dealings with, and
acting as agents for, the devil.
Danvers is known to have taken part in the Revolutionary War, and there is now a monument erected in
Peabody by the citizens of Danvers in 1885.
Now that I have told about Danvers of the past I will
tell something of Danvers at the present time. Danvers
of the past was mostly a farming town; Danvers at
the present time is a manufacturing town and a trade
centre, although farming is largely carried on within its
limits. By the setting off of South Danvers, which was
incorporated as Peabody in 1855, the area of the town was
greatly reduced, and nearly all »Jie establishments devoted to what was then its principal industry leather
manufacturing?were placed beyond its limits ; but new industries have been substituted, and Danvers has long been
known as a shoe-manufacturing centre. The oldest industry in town is that of iron manufacturing, for that was
beguu at Danversport in " good old colony times," aud
has been continued ever since. Farming and leathermanufacturing rank next and shoe manufacturing is also
an old industry, for it was begun here at so early a period
in this century that the war of 1812 seriously interfered
with it, as it was found necessary to send the product out
by teams instead of coasting vessels.
The transportation facilities are excellent, the town
being crossed by two railroads and there being nine railway stations within its limits. At Danversport there are
six wharves, used principally for receiving and shipping
coal,iron, rubber goods and lumber. The street railway
service is comprehensive and efficient, electric cars being
run to all parts of the town, and prompt communication
being had with Lynn, Peabody, Salem, Beverly, Marblehead, Wenham and also with all thecities aud towns from

"

?

Uvnn to Boston.

There are half a dozen villages within the limits of the
town, including Danvers Plains, or Danvers, as it is

generally called, Danversport, Tapleyville, East Danvers,
Danvers Centre and Putuamville. There are five, postoffices in town - Danvers, Danvers Centre, Danversport,

Concord, N. H., March 20, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I thought I would write you, as I have read a great
many letters in the Sacred Heart Review and like them
very much. I go to the Sacred Heart School and I am in
the fifth grade. My studies are catechism, spelling, reading, arithmetic, geography, writing and grammar. My
teacher's name is Sister Emelia.
I go to St. John's Church, and our pastor's name is the
Rev. J. E. Barry. He is away now and we miss him very
much.
The public buildings here are the state library, public
library, post-office, high school, state house, court-house,
state prison, asylum for the insane and St. Paul's School,
situated a few miles from the city.
Among the flowers thatgrowhere are the pussy-willow,
honeysuckle, buttercup, daisy, cowslip, painted trilliuna,
bird on the wing, Jack-in-the-pulpit, violet, bluets, adder's
tongue and a great many others. The Mayflower comes
before any of the other flowers.
I have a kitten and its nam,' is Daisy.
Excuse my Writing,as this is my first letter. I hope to
see it in print.
Your niece,
P.uth Kki.i.ky (age 9 years).
?
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Ruth's first letter is very interesting and Uncle Jack
hopes she will write another soon. Does she know all
the flowers she mentions, by sight? And has she noticed
the different sorts of homes they prefer? Pussywillows
are apt to like wet, marshy places, aren't they? And
Jack-in-the-pulpit always sets himself up in some quiet,
shady place. Uncle Jack wonders what sort of a flower
it is folks up in Concord call the Mayflower. Is it the
trailing arbutus or a little blue flower? In Uncle Jack's
part of the world, the skunk cabbage is the first flower
of spring. Does Ruth know the queer leaf-like blossom
of that bad-smelling plant? Perhaps she and some of
her little friends will set up a tioy shrine to < >ur Lady
this May and they will want to keep it decorated with
wild flowers. If Ruth will keep her eyes wide open
while she is hunting for blossoms, she will learn many
interesting things about the places different flowers like
and the time of year when they come and when they go.
New Market, N. H., March 22, 1898.
Dear Uncle Jack:
This is my first letter to you. I thought that I would
like to write to you. I am ten years old and I goto
school. I study geography, spelling, reading and arithmetic.
Our pastor's name is Father Reilly, aud we have a new
church, and it is verypretty. The name of it is St. Mary's.
I have a little sister and her name is Maggie Cain ; she
is five years old. I have two brothers; their names are
Thomas and Henry.
I have two little kittens and a dog, whose name is
Scuty. One of the kitties does not like the dog.
My uncle, Mr. Robert Byrnes, takes the Review, and I
live with him.
I would like to see my letter in the Sacred Heart Re?

.

view.

Your loving niece,
Mary Cain.
"
Does Mary like the looks of her letter in print well
enough to write another soon? There are lots of things
she can tell Uncle Jack about next time. Her pets must
have very interesting times together. Uncle Jack hopes
she is very kind to them and to all animals. What do
her cats and her dogs like best to eat? Uncle Jack
knows a dog that is always begging for candy, and he
prefers chocolates, and another whose favorite diet is
oatmeal and milk. Of course, too much candy is quite
as bad for a dog as for a little girl. Does Mary know
that raw meat will give her pets fits? Sometimes in
hot weather it makes dogs mad. And of course she
knows that they need to have plenty of fresh water to
drink. Sometimes children are very cruel to their pets
without meaning to be so at all. They forget to give
them fresh water, and the poor dogs or rabbits or birds
suffer more than their owners have any notion. Is
Mary learning to know the birds in her neighborhood by
sight?
Portland, Mass., Feb. 20, IN9B.
Dear Uncle Jack :
In answer to your letter to my father, Edward Daddy,
I write the following note; enclosed please find a check
for two dollars ($2.00), with which I wish to renew my
father's subscription, and obtain a badge and Manual in
order to become a worthy member of the League of
Defenders of the Holy Name.
I have taken great interest in reading the letters written
by the members of the League and I thought that they
were very interesting. I have never seen any written by
any of the boys or girls in Portland, so for that reason I
wish to become a member of the League in order that I
may tell you something about my city. Hoping to become one of your many nephews, I remain
Yours truly,
Edward Duddv, ,Ik.
The first part of Edward's letter is quite a model of
business style. The other boys and girls who are
wondering which is the best way to put their request
for a badge and Manual should read it carefully. Uncle
Jack will be pleased to hear from Edward frequently,
and to have him describe his town. He is quite sure,
however, that Edward does not really mean that he
wants to be a Defender in order to tell Uncle Jack
about Portland. Does he, now? The fact is, no doubt,
that he wants to be a Defender of the Holy Name hecause he believes swearing and the disrespectful use of
the Holy Name shameful, and he wishes to do his share
towards making the habit less common. That's what
he meant to say, wasn't it? Uncle Jack hopes he means
it so strongly that he will persuade all his comrades to
become Defenders, too.
UNCLE JACK.
?

WISDOM

FOR THE YOUNG.

He whose main hope is that he shall die rich, has begun
to dig the grave of his nobler faculties.
The stayer wins, whether the weapons be brawn or
brains. The best work is done by hard work.
If you want your pathway through life to be smooth
and firm, pave it with God's promises.
To use graud words to express poor ideas is like making tine coach horses draw donkey carts.
To delay to do right is a desire to do wrong. We do
decide when we delay deciding.

11
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE.
Concerning Pitcher-Plants.
According to Nature, one of the recent additions to Kew Gardens is a house largely devoted
to pitcher-plants, to which several important additions have been made during the past year.

Pitcher-plants are so-called from the fact that
their leaves are modified into a pitcher-shaped
form adapted to holding water or a liquid secreted by the plants for the purpose of catching
and digesting insects. Pitcher-plants, as enumerated by Vines, are found in ten genera, distributed through five widely separated orders.
Of these the best known are Nepenthes, Sarracenia and Utricularia. The latter genus, commonly
called bladderwort," contains some of the
"
prettiest of our water-plants. They consist of
elongated, floating, rootless stems, clothed with
close whorls of minutely-forked green leaves,
looking not unlike a bunch of moss. The flowers are solitary, borne on naked stems arising
above the water, and are usually yellow. The
most interesting parts of the plant are the small,
oblique, ovoid bladders, produced in great numbers, which give it its name. They are formed
of a thin, delicate membrane, opening at the
small end by an elastic valve-like lid. The
bladders serve as traps for minute water-insects,
larvie, and other small creatures living in the
water, which creep into the bladders, and are
prevented from escaping by the inward-opening
lid. The decomposed bodies of these animals
serve as food for the plant.
The genus with which the name pitcher-plant
is usually associated, however, is the Nepenthes,
the species of which are scattered through Asia,
the East Indian Archipelago, Australia and
Africa. The blossom of this plant is insignificant,
being composed of four small green segments.
The interest in the plant centres in the remarkable terminal appendages to the leaves, which
are tubular expansions of the leafstalk (or,
according to Hooker, modifications of a gland
situated at the extremity of the leaf) closely resembling in shape a pitcher. These ascidia are
suspended by a slender stalk a continuation of
the midrib of the leaf?and are closed with a
lid at the opening at the top. The ascidium, or
pitcher, always contains a quantity of watery
fluid secreted by the plant, in which are found
macerating the bodies of insects which have
crawled into the ascidium and been drowned.
The investigations and experiments of Professor
Vines have exploded, were it needed, the popular
belief that these pitchers are a wise provision of
nature to supply the thirsty traveler with water. He
has shown that the fluid of the Nepenthes
ascidium contains a true digestive principle, and
that the bodies of the insects are digested in the
pitcher before being assimilated. The Linna-an
myth of reservoir of water for thirsty travelers
is thoroughly disproved by the fact that the
watercontainingthedigesting insects is absolutely
undrinkable, and is furthermore rendered absurd
by the consideration that these plants always
grow in wet places where no one need be thirsty.
?

The internal surface of the pitcher is provided
with a large number of specialized glands from
which the secretion is poured into the pitcher.
This fluid has a slightly acid reaction, and leaves
a large quantity of solid matter on evaporation,
which analysis shows to consist largely of potassium chloride, malic and citric acids, with
smaller quantities of soda, lime, and magnesia. Vines affirms that the pitcher secretes
an enzyme which has the property of digesting
organic substances in the presence of an acid.
which is always found in the fluid, and that this
digestion is not due to the putrefactive bacteria
which are always present in the liquid. All the
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species of Nepenthes are either epiphytic, or
grow in wet soil, and, like the other carnivorous
plants, Drosera and Disnma, have a very reduced
root system; consequently the food-substances
which they obtain through the ascidia supply
the lack of nutriment from the soil.
None of the other pitcher-plants, with the
possible exception of Cephalotus, are, according
to Vines, carnivorous. In most cases they are
insect-traps, but they produce no digestive
en/.yme. The captured insects are decomposed
by the microbes which abound in the fluid, and
the products of decomposition are absorbed by

genuineness of its motive and spirit which is irrefutable. Repeated requests were made to each
of the institutions named in this article before
sufficient facts concerning their work could be
obtained from them."
Among these institutions was the Home for
Destitute Children with its record of 3,139 children cared for during the past eight years, by
the sole motive and means that Christian charity
has supplied. In alluding to the religious who
have charge of the various Catholic charitable
institutions in Boston the writer says:"The
records of all these tell a story of work nobly and

the plant.
In this country the pitcher-plants are represented by the Darlingtonia and by the Sarracenia.
Of the former genus only one is known, and it
lives in the mountain swamps of California.
The leaves are trumpet-shaped, sometimes three
feet long, with a vaulted hood, and a large
forked appendage above the orifice. The Sarracenia has eight species, most of which occur in
the southern states. One species, the common
"sidesaddle-flower," occurs in the northern states
and Canada. It inhabits peat-bogs and the
swampy edges of lakes, but, with plenty of moisture, it may readily be cultivated in the house.
In this genus the transformed leaves which form
the pitchers are small, and stand stiffly upright,
but the top of the leaf is produced into a more
or less arching hood. Near the mouth of the
pitcher on the inside are situated honey-glands
which attract the insects. The inside of the
pitcher at the upper part is lined with fine, stiff
hair, all pointing downward, so that after the
insect has crept in in search of the honey, it finds
it impossible to crawl back again, and ultimately
falls into the waterand is drowned. In Dischidia,
an Indian pitcher-plant, the pitcher has no lid
and does not maintain a nutritive function. Its
main object appears to be to husband the water
required by the plant.

faithfully done. No officials here are drawing
ample salaries and living in comfortable homes
under the guise of charity ; always instead are undeniable figures proving that expense has far exceeded income, that the lives of the inmates are
confined to the narrowest possible limits of evangelic poverty to enable them to provide even the
very necessaries of existence for those whom they
serve. When Catholics are fain to look outward
with admiring eyes to the colossal undertakings
that are sometimes started in the name of philanthropy outside the Church, and wonder why
their religion does not produce the like, it
might be well for them to take a nearer glimpse
into the self-denying lives of these servants of
the poor."
The Carmelite monastery, which is the latest
contribution to institutions connected with the
Church in Boston, is said to be "the centre and
the feeder of a devotional spirit that has permeated the interior life of the people with unmistakable religious influence and been the chalice
of many graces through the powerful means of

COMMENDATION FOR CATHOLIC EFFORT IN
BOSTON.

An article on the " Catholic Life of Boston,
by A. A. McGinley, appears in the current issue
of the Catholic World. We have already called attention to it under the head of "Various New Publications," but some quotations from it may prove
welcome to our readers, who, we are sure, are
interested in all good works. In alluding to the
Working Girls' Home the paper draws attention
to the fact that this was founded a few years ago
by the most reverend Archbishop Williams, of
the archdiocese of Boston, and then goes on to
say: "It is not a convent or an institution, in
the common significance of that word, though it
is cared for and managed by the Gray Nuns.
But these are really the hostesses of a large
household of independent, energetic young
women supporting themselves. There is nothing
wanting in this ample home to complete the
proper equipment of such an institution. It
has been planned on the broadest lines of domestic and social economy, and the girl who
would chafe under the mild discipline of regulations by which it is safeguarded as a Christian
household, wouldfind the guardianship of her own
parents' home a restriction and a discomfort."
The article afterwards refers to the homes for
the more helpless and afflicted ones and says:
"Their records, when they will publish such, tell
what they will not boast of. It is difficult to obtain from themselves any evidence of their own
labors. In these days, when charity poses before
the multitude in any guise that will obtain for it
the greatest applause, when every alms it bestows and the manner of bestowal are told in
startling head-lines in the daily press, the backwardness <>f Catholic charity in getting itself before the public eye offers an argument for the

prayer."
Of Boston the author remarks : "It is not
too much to say that a fairer, better field for the
Catholic Church is not within our land, though
the efforts needed to work it may require herculean strength and unyielding perseverance
from those who bear the message of the faith."
The early Catholics in Boston were faithful to
their trust, and their children and grandchildren
are nobly following in theirfootsteps. They are
ably supported by those whose progenitors were
not the pioneers of the faith in Boston, where
much of the old prejudice has disappeared,
but, as the writer indicates, there is still more
to be accomplished by the devoted Catholics of
Boston, under the direction and inspiration of
their true guides and teachers.
SISTERS EVER

WATCHFUL.

We hear of another band of Sisters who are
going to the Klondike to nurse the sick and minister to the dying in that bleak region. Many a
miner, far from home, will bless these noble,
self-denying women, who will assist them with
all the faithfulness of a mother in the hours when
the shadows of the great beyond will lie heavy
on their souls. The divine character of the Catholic Church is manifested in a striking manner
in the self-denying labors of her religious, for,
though there are others who play the part of the

Good Samaritan, through purely philanthropic
motives, there are none who from pure love of
God are willing to sacrifice their lives in caring
for His suffering creatures. At the present moment, too, Sisters are in readiness to give their
services on the battlefield or in the military hospitals, should we unfortunately have war. Their
mission is one of eternal watchfulness for the opportunity to perform deeds of mercy.
The REVIEW, the leading Catholic

"

paper of New England, and the Catholic V^s*
World," the best of the Catholic monthlies,
j*v*"-> can be secured for a year by any one who*'
sends $4 to this office
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than the lattice work.
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It is

of embroidery or lace OT passementerie alternating with finely tucked
squares of silk. They are blouscd
slightly and the lower edge comes
down an inch or two below the belt
on the skirt.

The
waists
are tight-fitting, some of them plain
and flaring a bit at the shoulder, and
others having a little cap of frills or
embroidery or lace. Invariably they
have some trimming at the wrist.
.Most of those in which black plays a
prominent part have very full ruffles
of thin black lace failing over the
hand, even when the neck trimming
is of some other color. Narrow
frills of silk are also used at the wrist,
and big bows of black ribbon are set
on the upper side of the sleeve.
KECK

TRIMMIXOS.

vlfiffflffM wi?«

fM

A Good
Husband

comparatively cheap, and a few
yards will make an old Mack waist
almost as good as new. Sleeveless
bodices to be worn with guimpes of
plain silk are very handsome. Usually they are made of small squares

THE Nl-'.w SLEEVES.
sleeves of all the new
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the sleevesfroiushoulder to wrist,ami
around the bodice from neck to
waist. This niching is sold readymade in the shops ami is more easily

A GLANCE AT THE
NEWEST STYLES IN DRESS. put

No matter what any one may say
about the commonness of the fancy
waist and the black skirt, they're
here in full force and likely to Stay
for some time to come. Every woman of sense, unless she is too fat oilier figure otherwise unusual, has
long since resigned herself to the
reign of the shirt-waist. To be sure,
now that the fancy silk bodice and
even the washable shirt-waist have
come to run such a long gamut of
elaborateness, that sort of costume is
no longer necessarily an economy.
Some of the fancy waists alone, indeed, cost more than many of the
whole costumes of waist and skirt
that we used to wear. I was looking at some the other day in a big
shop which the saleswoman assured
me were genuine bargains at twenty
dollars, having been reduced from
thiity-five. They were not so
remarkable looking,either. The material was perfectly plain black taffeta, but they were a mass of shirrings and cordings and lace edgings
and tiny accordion-plaited frills.
The cost was in the work expended
in making them. Tasteful waists
of fairly good material may be
bought for five dollars, and pretty
ones are to be hail for even less,
but they are simply thrown together.

I)

1

"X

that Makes Cooking Easy-a

5-
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The Glenwood agent has them.

for the leadingyoung men of the city
during the afternoons. Judge Marshall's black majordomo, old Uncle
Joseph, held a tight rein upon these
visitors. Every day at four o'clock
he would appear at the door of the
drawing-room ill spotless livery and,
will] a profound bow. would announce :
Ladies, his Honor, the chief
justice, has retired to his room to
prepare for dinner.
"Gentlemen, dinner will be served
It is now
at half-past four o'clock.
four. His Honor will be pleased if
you will remain, and covers have
been laid for you at the table. If
you can not remain, will you permit the young ladies to retire to
prepare for the meal?"
The gentlemen usually took their
leave, and the ladies retired in an
ill humor; but any remonst ranee
with Joseph was only answered by :
??It is therule of the house. Young
folks must be kept within bounds."
In Virginia houses of the better
class, notwithstanding their almost
boundless hospitality, the calls of
young men in that day were strictly
helil within limit. No one was rei\ ed as a visitor to a girl unless his
antecedents ami character were
well known to her parents.
If his visit was prolonged until after
ten ..'clock, the invitation to family
prayers was given. If he seemed to
become an habitue to the house, and
so to engage the thoughts, and perhaps in time the affection, of the
young girl who was its chief treasure, her father quietly asked the
purport of his visits, ami, if he had
none other than his amusement,
courteously requested him to discontinue his calls.

"

Bows at the back or side of the
neck are quite out-of-date, and indeed one sees only a few in the front.
Even the big white mull tic seems
to have had its day. Where the
bodice is a mass of tucks, as so
many of them are, the tucking forms
the collar, and is simply surmounted
by a frill of lace or embroidery or
silk or mousseline dc soie. When
there is a yoke of lace or velvet or
other material, the collar is a part of
it. White ribbon is sometimes used
for the collar, folded carefully into
a stock with a bow and short ends in
front, even when the belt is of black
or some other dark color. And of
course there is no end to the fringed
Woman striped ties. They are usually worn with linen collars, however, and are tied in a four-in-hand
knot. Wide sashes w hfringed ends
are shown m profusion, most ot
them attached to a narrow stiff belt
to match. Black velvet belts studded
with mock jewels are worn with all
sorts of waists. Wide black satin
ribbon folded once or t nice around
the waist and tied at the left side in
an upstanding bow with rather short
ends arid a buckle or big button in
the middle, are very much liked.
A Chance For Some One.
Girdles made of three rows of black
ff any of our readers tire interested to
satin ribbon crossed over the hips and see (ohm remarkably low prices in furnithey will do well to visit tlie Pafne
ending in a series of littlebows back ture,
In anoihei
wareroonis on t'anal street.
paper 1b a description of a
and front make one of the. pretties) column of thisset.
mahogany,
in
svparbly
drawing-room

The readers of the Sacked
Heart llkvikw are cordially
invited to inspect our

Great Stock
?OF

?

FURNITURE
CARPETS,
AND

AND GET OUR PRICES.

A great variety of Odd
Chairs suitable for

HOLIDAY PRESENTS,

Some noticeable changes are seen
in this season's fancy bodices. The
simpler ones are something on the
sailor blouse order, with wide rever.s
Alio, a Large Line of
and vestand stock collarof a color contrasting with the rest of the waist.
Parlor 1 )esks, from
Tile contrasts are very strong, as a
rule. Black waists have rovers of
geranium or the new turquoise blue.
Most of this season's waists are
Chamber Sets,
slightly bloused in front, and those
on which enormous rovers do not
Parlor Suits,
figure are elaborately trimmed with
lattice work or horizontal rows of
narrow frills or tucks. One magSideboards,
nificent affair is made of purple silk
covered with a lattice work of black
satin ribbon about half an inch wide.
Dining Tables,
The lattice ends in a series of little
far
from
the
neck
enough
bows just
to form a small round yoke of the
Dining Chairs,
plain purple. Another waist is
after
the
same
fashion,
except
made
that the collarand yoke are of coarse
Parlor Carpets,
thread lace in creamy white. Still
bodice
has
trimmed
a
another lattice
series of bows of black velvet down
Chamber Carpets,
the front from throat to waist.
work
White with black satin lattice
inlaid, which they now offer at £98 for the
styles.
and pink with moss green velvet
set complete. Such prices are almost unDalt.
Poi.lv
precedented in the furniture business in Sitting Room Carpets,
ribbon are favorite combinations.
this city.
The ribbon is firmly stitched on botli
COURTESY AND DISCIPLINE.
edges to the material, and while it
looks easy enough to do it, this sort
WHtKt ALL
Tails. Ei
In an old biography of Chief
EF" Send for Catalogue and Price
Beat Couifh Syrup. Tastes OOM. Use fgj
in time. Snld by drufftfista.
Kl_ List.
left
trimming
of
would better be
to Justice .Marshall there is an anecdote
the professional dressmaker.
which gives a significant hint of the
i;i>
discipline to which young people
a< < OKl>l o\-PI.A II
PRILL*.
CHAS. STRATTOH & SON,
Dealers in
Another elaborate style calls for were subject in that earlier day.
Several of the great jurist's nicies
yards and yards of finely plaited
16 to
Cornhill,
ruching about three-quarters of an were in the habit of visiting him,
BOSTON.
inch wide. This is laid on in hori- and as they were youn<_' and attrac77 Leverett St., Boston.
Two Doors from Washington St,
house
became
a
rendezvous
for
solid
goodi.
the
Lowest
tinc.es
tive,
apart
zontal lines three inches
around

From $2 50 to $25.00.

$5.50 to $35.00
$15 to $75

.\u25a0(

J540t05150
JSl2tos7s
$4.50 to $25

90c to $2.50

75c per yard

35c per yard

50c per yard

B'ußtS

use

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Arthur McArthur & Co.,
26
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the world. This young girl, knew
nothing of life's bitterness. The
world laughed with her andshowered
its roses with royaJ hands at her
FATHER AND SISTER.
dancing feet. The birds sang around
her
in delirium of youth and joyous
The somewhat florid style of the
music.
Her veins thrilled with the
following letter by Kthelyn Leslie
PrTroibteutsteansWt riters.
of

Huston does not detract from its
merit as a sincere tribute to two of
God's unselfish workers. It appeared
not long ago as a letter from New
Orleans to the I\u25a0onoclnst:
"When Father Damien voluntarily turned his face for all time to
the living horror and physical degradation of Hawaii's lazaretto when
his shrinking fool touched Molokai,
the gray, desolate island with soil
reeking with hideous disease, the
air heavy with festering, living death,
the people ghastly nightmares of
rotting limbs with brain and memory
chained in a charnel-house of putrid
tlesh
the whole world rung with
his name. He was almost deified,
this humble Belgian priest, who for
seventeen long years toiled and suffered till strength slowly sank and
his body, too, was sucked into the
maelstrom of leprosy. This -coarse
peasant' as the Rev. Doctor Hyde
of Honolulu charitably termed him,
lose to heights that left the Rev.
Hyde and others of his ilk but
?

?

cowardly pigmies.
" Robert Louis Stevenson wrote
an open letter to the Rev. Hyde,
who traduced Damien as only contemptible envy can, and this letter
has been published in book form,
Stevenson declining all remuneration for hiseloquent and most potent
defense. Father Damien was human,
He died a
heroic death, but his name has become immortal.
It will live in song
ami story. And on the tonsured
head of the dead priest will rest the
tender green id' the deathless laurel
yet touched the stars.

-always.

" In

the city of New ( Ivleans is
the old, old order of the House of
the Good Shepherd. Nearly fifty
years ago a young girl, fair as a
poet's dream, dowered lavishly by
all the graces and with all the luxuries of great wealth and the dazzling
allurements of social life before her,
deliberately closed the flower-hung
gales that opened wide to her girlish
form, and laying her wealth at the
feet of th,. Lady of Sorrows, exchanged the silvery tissues id' the
debutante's gown for the heavy serge
of the sacred order. The world did
not heel as the pitiless steel swept
the silken hair from the fair brow.
There was no breath of reverential
awe from ocean to ocean as the
heavy shadows of the black veil
fell over the bright head. Thenwas no acclaim as the low chant
Bounded its requiem for a maiden's
death. There was only silence, profound as the sea at night, as the
altar gave back its dead and a pale
nun lifted her eyes to the stars.
Father Damien had been seho, .led
in self-renunciation. Awful as was
his sacrifice, yet he but left the bare
walls and austere life of the humble

"

priesthood behind him.

]|~

.
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humble and silent. Some may criticize her creed they must reverence her deeds. Some may revile
Every housekeeper should receive
what she holds holy - they must
honor holiness that is sublime. Some \u25a0 \u25a0 our booklet of new cooking
i
receipts, entitled
may censure the Church
they ;
"Tempting Trifles ;
must bow to the woman. Damien
helped tortured wretches to die. ( \u25ba AND
Delicious Desserts."
sweet, warm wine of young life, and She helps tortured women to live.
With her delicate patrician hand '<,'
If your grocer sells Slade's ??
fancies light as Titania's butterflies
Cooking- Tapioca he
she has touched lives that recked ? Quick
supply you.it not. send us your <(
fluttered through her waking dreams. with vileness and degradation, and ( J will
k
address and mention this paper and ','
Life opened a wide vista of wondrous softly drawn them back from the > we will mail you one
|
delights, peopled with laughing vortex that casts its ghastly refuse '.' D.&L.SLADECO., Boston, Mass. ','
nymphs, and radiant with golden on the slimy slabs of a city morgue.
With her soft voice she has silenced
sunshine.
Hope whispered her the obscene jest and reckless curse
sweetest fairy tales, andat her white and taught instead the tenderness of ings, supplemented by several small
breast nestled the winged god press- a prayer. With her pure refinement structures, accommodate the Cathing the pomegranate to her warm she has lifted from the gutter's filth olic Arapahoe youth of this reserve.
lips. Hut beyond the golden head these female animals and walked Spacious barns, granaries, stables
with them through the via dohrosa
of the child she saw visions that
until they were again within the and industrial shops are a conspicstartled the girl dreams forever paleofwomanhood. Bui this woman, uous part of the improvements.
from her frightened eyes: through infinitely great and infinitely pitiful, Among the workshops
which are
the vibrating sweetness of the bird's is almost unknown. The eyes, pa- the principal source of industrial
songs she heard the low wail of lost tient and tender and saddened by training for the boys, I will mention
the long pilgrimage of pain, are
women, and in the golden blaze of rarely seen beyond
the cloister walls. the shoemaker's, turner's, carpenter's,
a world's glory she saw a yelled And while there are Doctor Hydes blacksmith's and saddler's shops. A
form whose mask was Love and base enough to cast mud at the swimming-pond, covering five acres,
whose kiss was Death. And then marble of her order, there is no is now Hearing its completion, and
her heart awakened to an infinite Stevenson to challenge the detainer the manly an of self-support " will
and giv.e honor where
"
is due.
pity, and. like the Belgian priest, In ode and epic andhonor
are then receive special attention. A
history
she renounced the world and gave shrined and immortalized the mem- general poultry plant is also in the
her life to ministering in the soul's ories of our Jeannes d'Arc and our course of erection.
great lazar-house. From the low Molly Pitchers, our Clara Bartons
Not least of the phases of interest
voices of culture ami sweet laughter and our Florence Nightingales, and and utility is the 20lt-acre farm,
them should be
of pure women, she turned to the pre-eminent among
the memory of this white-robed nun which yields an abundance of most
gasping cry id' agony and bitter who gave her wealth to shelter our of the table necessaries. Irrigating
curse of despair. From the Gardens homeless Magdalens and her life for ditches an- so plentiful and voluminof Pleasure, bright as her girlish their redemption. Over her dead ous that the arid fallow shoots up
?

?

,

';
\u25a0

;

?

,

?

,

eyes, she turned

the Desert of
Eternal Night, dark as the souls that
cowered, face downward,naked upon
to

thorns.
"Her girl-life, rich in promise,
she crucified upon a cross for women
its

whose lives were lived - who had
loved and sinned and suffered and
cursed, and in their infamy and
shame she buried her pure youth, her
life, her hope for all time, and there
was lett only to
wait. Outside of
her order few know of Mother St.
Martin. I had heard her story, and
in the house id' Magdalens, in New
Orleans, when the black grating
swung back, I saw a face still very
beautiful, eyes soft and tender, with
the tires of the South burning still
through tile long years of the chill
austerity of her holy calling, and an
outstretched hand, soft and white
the hand of a gentle
and exquisite
woman. The black veil contrasted
sombrely with the creamy serge
hanging ill heavy folds to her feet,
ami the face ami figure of I Ins holy
woman, framed in the black bars,
wa- worthy the pen of a laureate,
the brush of a master. Ritual and
dogma, church ami creed, belief and
unbelief, query and theory, Christian
and pagan ?all fade and pale into
insignificance before the unwritten
history of this woman's life.
Before her task strong men would
quail. At what she sees pure women
would shrink. Prom what she has
endured good women would turn,
afraid and appalled. Her work was
?

?

.

\u25a0?

not

lighter than Damien's, and it

has extended over nearly three
times the number of years. His
was a martyr's death. Hers is a
long martyrdom living. He was an

humble peasant-priest tending pitidiseased in body. She is a
cultured woman ministering tirefully the
lessly to

half a century of distorted

minds and leprous souls. Beforethe
nobility of her life, the infinitude of

faced her sacrifice, the sweetness and tendeinessof her personality one pauses

honor, but he had already renounced

LI EVIE W.

Christ is written Homiiium Salvator.' Oyer her brow rests only the into astonishing verdure under the
black veil. And the silent group of care of a skilful sluieer.
The mission is at present in the
shrouded figures kneeling before the
sculptured Nazarene are her only hands of the Key. H. Feuse, S. .1.,
testimony. She gave her life for with Rev. F. Sansone, S. .1., as aswomen and heart and soul to her sistant.
Christ, and her epithalamium is the
Six heroic Sisters of St. Francis
saddened chant of cloistered nuns.
her arch of triumph the pale sunshine journeyed all the way from Philariven by an aprighl Cross."
delphia to assume the management
\u25a0

of the girls' department. Mother M.
is the superior, and is a
Catholic Missions. Columba
very active, skilful and beloved
matron. She is thy doctor, the matron
INDIAN EDUCATION.
and the nurse. The girls' tuition is
One hundred and sixty miles north in the hands of an accomplished
of the nearest point of the Union tutor. Besides the common Indian
Pacific railroad in Wyoming stands school branches, she teaches them
I says the Colorado Catholic, from vocal and instrumentalmusic, drawwhich we condense the following) ing, crayon work, painting with oil
a noble institution -- the offspring and water-colors, and all the labyof zeal for the well-being of a rinthine twists and catches of the
benighted brother -the subject of crochet needle.
The boys' schoolroom is bountithis essay.
Ten years ago an aged missionary, fully supplied with all the requisite
armed with nothing but the name of appurtenances. Specially conspicJesus, sowed a mustard-seed'" that uous is a MO high school chart,
"
was destined to spring up and wax which is the pride of the scholars
great and strong, and to offer hos- and theenvy of all visiting educators.
All the children of both schools
pitable shelter from the storms of
iniquity.
study United States history, foreign
Two mildly meandering streams and physical geography, grammar,
the Big and Little Wind Rivers physiology ami hygiene. This cur?unite their volumes to generate rent year they have already passed a
the Big Horn River. .lust at this dozen public general oral examinajunction is situated the only Indian tions, at each of which "they dismission in Wyoming.
A block played a proficiency that would be
of '2,110(1 square miles is allotted to creditable to a class of white chilthe two tribes, the Arapahoes and dren," to quote the words of a local
Shoshones, and is known as the paper on the subject.
Wind River Reservation, This is
The government allows this school
the scene of action for the missionary the contract for forty-five scholars,
heroes of our present narrative. St. but Father Feuse's charity and soliciStephen's Mission is located in the tude for the care of the Indians
southeastern corner of the Wind prompted him to take, in addition,
River reservation.
thirty scholars absolutely free of
Two large three-story brick build- charge.
?
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There has just been finished the model
for a pediment to be placed over the main
entrance to the new St. I'atrick's Church
at Whitinsville, Mass. The dimensions
are seven feet niae inches by six feet
three inches. The subject is the Virgin
and Child, the latter presenting a crown
to St. Patrick, who kneels before them.
At the other sitle of the Virgin is a figure
of St. Bridget. The whole design is after
the style of Donatello, an Italian sculptor of the Renaissance, who has done
many figures of the Virgin and Child.
The figure of the Virgin holding the infant Jesus is half length, and is dressed
in the conventional Mowing robes; about
the head of each figure is a nimbus.
The Infant has one hand extended as
if blessing the kneeling saint, whose
hands hold the jeweled crown he has
just received. He is dressed in the vestments of a bishop. The robes are bordered with Celtic ornamentations. His
crozier is adorned with shamrocks, and
beside him is his mitre, heavily jeweled.
St. Bridget kneels in adoration, her
hands clasped in prayqr. The background
is embellished with cherubs' heads in
clouds.
St. Vincent's Chikch, South Boston,
is one of the few Catholic churches in the
city which have a sanctuary choir. The
Rev. George J. Patterson, pastor of the
church, since his advent into the parish,
about two years ago, has devoted his
energies toward establishing a choir of
boys and young men who should assist
at the services on Sundays and other
feast-dajs during the year. The choir
numbers about thirty, and its trained and
cultivated voices lend a beautiful interest
to the music on the great feast-days in
the Church. During Holy Week the
choir showed the result of its hard work
at rehearsals in the splendid rendering of
theTenebr.-e, and the choir established for
itself a reputation which marks it as one
of the leading sanctuary choirs in the
city. At the Easter services last Sunday
the choir was heard at its best during the
celebration of the solemn high Mass.
The Priests' Eucharistic League admitted, during the year 1897, 4,785 new
members. Of these 520 were from the
United States, 144 from Canada, 1,235
from France, 491 from Germany, one
from England, 1,008 from Austria, 157
from Belgium, one from Bulgaria, one
from Greece, eleven from Holland,
twenty-one from Ireland, 936 from Italy,
four from Luxembourg, sixty-three from
Poland, six from Portugal, one from
Monaco, fifteen from Russia, twenty-two
from Switzerland, two from Africa, two
from Central America, two from Hayti,
two from Uruguay, sixty-six from Venezuela, two from China, ninety from East
Indies, four from Syria, three from Palestine and three from Turkey. Since its
existence the League has numbered 51,445
members, including eight cardinals,
twenty-seven archbishops and 132 bishops.
A nEAuriFii. practice occurs almost
daily in St. Joseph's School, Baltimore.
This school is conducted by the Sisters
of Charity, and across the street is
No. 2 engine company. Every time the
firemen leave their house in response to
an alarm every Sister and child in ,the
school otters up a prayer for the safety of
the brave men. The firemen know this,
and nothing can shake their belief in
the efficiency of these thousand supplications. At the first sound of the alarm,
which can be distinctly heard in the
school, every child and teacher bows in
prayer, and in such moments the scene is
most impressive, presenting a sharp contrast to the noise, confusion and bustle of
the departing firemen.
The solemn dedication of the first
Catholic church in Norman, Oklahoma
Territory, took place last month. This
church is a gem in its way. The whole
furniture of thechurch, altars, vestments,
Stations, etc., came from l'aris complete.

The seats alone were procured in this
country. The altars are of oak, handsomely carved and gilded, three in number. The ceiling is blue, with (cold stars.
Every detail of a completely furnished
church is supplied. This church and
equipment is the munificent gift of William Cutting, Jr., of New York, built in
memoryof his beloved mother, Frances
Brockholst Cutting, who died Sept. 16,
189G. Mr. Cutting's well known generosity almost surpassed itself in this
temple raised to the living God in the
wilds of Oklahoma, where the name of
Cutting will be held in grateful benediction by priest, people and the children of
the forest, who for the first time havehad
a church of their own.
Ax interesting ceremony took place in
the little chapel attached to the University
of Notre Dame, South Bend, Indiana, a
short time ago. The Rev. Thomas J.
Kennedy, of St. Malachy's Church, Brooklyn, N. V., was admitted into the Grand
Army of the Republic, and he is now a
member of Notre Dame Post, No. 669.
This post is composed exclusively of
priests and Brothers who saw service in
the late Civil War. Father Kennedy was
one ot those who went to the war at the
first call of President Lincoln, and was
present at many battles. At the close of
the war he decided to study for the priesthood, and entered Notre Dame University.
He was ordained by the late Bishop Ryan,
June 22, 1872.
The will of the late Winifred M.
Conlin of Milford, Mass., contains the
following bequests to Boston institutions
Three hundred dollars to the Little Sisters of the Poor for their home for aged
women, 8300 to the Sisters of Charity
for their orphans' asylum on Harrison
avenue, §100 to the St. Vincent dc Paul
Society of St. Joseph'sparish of the West
End,3200 to Vicar-General William Byrne,
$200 to Archbishop John J. Williams
of the cathedral, 8300 to the Carney
Hospital, $200 to St. Mary's Church. A
bequest of $200 was also left to the St.
Gabriel's Orphanage connected with St.
Paul's Church in Worcester.

:

The Australian Catholic Directory for
the current year gives the following statistics In Australasia and the islands of
the South Pacific there are 1,458 churches,
1159 secular priests, 413 regular priests,
545 religious Brothers, 3,843 nuns, five
ecclesiastical seminaries, twenty-five colleges for boys, 12") high schools for girls,
162 superior day schools, 012 primary
schools,eighty-one charitable institutions,
111,629 children in Catholic schools. The
Catholic population (from incomplete returns) is 852,034.

:

Next August will mark the seventyfifth anniversary of the foundation of the
old French parish in Green Bay, Wis. At
the same time St. John's, still called
the old French church, of which it
was the immediate successor, will celebrate its golden jubilee, and the pastor
will observe the twentv-flfth anniversary
of his ordination. Archbishop Kat/.er of
Milwaukee has been requested to celebrate
Pontifical Mass on the triple occasion
for rejoicing, and Bishop Messmer will

preach.
About a year ago the Rev. Father
Mazel, a French missionary in China,
was massacred. The French legation
took steps to obtain reparation, and M.
Hanotaux, Minister of Foreign Atlairs,
writes to the press that the murderers
have been punished, and that an indemnity of 15,000 taels (about *21,000) will
be paid by China. This sum will be
divided between the Society of Foreign
Missions, to which the victim belonged,
and the personal relatives of Father
Mazel.
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ing them. At the meeting of the board
of trustees, held recently, it was decided

incorporated as the
Worcester St. Vincent's Hospital Association with these officers President, Rt.
Rev. Bishop Beaven ; vice-president, Hon.
Stephen Salisbury j treasurer, Rev. Mother
Mary of I'rovidence; secretary, Sister
Ursula of St. Vincent's Hospital. Various
events are being planned by the women
of Worcester to raise funds.
to have the board

:

The Sisters of Notre Dame of Namur
have secured a very distinguished and
generous patroness for the college which
they propose to erectnear the Catholic University at Washington. The Countess of
Flanders, mother of the heir apparent of
Belgium, Prince Albert, who was there recently, sent word through her son that she
was deeply interested in the worthy plans
of the good Sisters, and that she would
like, through a proxy, to break the ground
of Trinity College. The Countess is a pupil
of the Notre Dame Sisters and knows
the excellence of their educational work.
It seldom happens that two brothers,
both priests, die a half century apart;
but this is what has happened in the
ancient Eyre family of England, which
boasts that no Protestant has ever been
known in the present Catholic side of the
house Of the five sons of the wealthy
Count Eyre, one was Father John, who
died in 1542; another was Monsignor
Eyre, who died in 1871; a third was
Father William Eyre, S. J., just deceased,
and a fourth is the present archbishop of
Glasgow.
Key. L. 0. Triganne, pastor of Notre
Dame Church, Adams, has commenced
work on the new parochial school and
convent buildings for the parish. The
school will be situated in the rear of the
church and the convent on the east side
of the church. The school building will
be seventy-two by sixty feet, and the
convent will be forty by forty. Both will
be constructed of brick and in the most
approved modern style.
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The door of health Stands open to every
woman who will enter. All that she needs
is the key and a little knowledge. The
knowledge that she needs is concerning her
own nature, her own physical make-up and
the principal cause of ill health in women.
When a woman suffers from headaches
and pains in the back and sides, and burning and dragging sensations and the weakness, nervousness and despondency that
are caused by diseases peculiar to her sex,
she cannot enjoy good general health. The
key to the door of health ?the cure for all
disorders of this description?is Dr. Pierces
It is a medicine
Favorite Prescription.
specially devised for disorders of this naand
other.
It
ture
no
is the invention of
an eminent and skillful specialist, Dr. R. Y.
Pierce, for thirty years chief consulting
physician to the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo, N. Y. When a
woman writes to Dr. Pierce she consults
a physician who has practiced for thirty
years right in one place, and who was some
years ago honored by his own townspeople
by an election to the National Congress.
He will answer letters from women free of
charge. All professional correspondence is
regarded as sacredly confidential.
"Koryearsl kept failing in health and getting
worse and more nervous all the time." writes
Mrs. Annie Dulan, of East Stroudsburg. Monroe
Co.. Pa. *' I doctored with two different doctors
without relief. My system was run down and
my nerves weak. I had ulcers of the uterus
which were so painful at times that I was afraid
they must be cancers. I felt discouraged and did
not get any better until my nurse advised me to
write to Dr. Pierce. In May I commenced taking Dr. Pierces Favorite Prescription and 'Golden Medical Discovery.' I took twelve bottles in
all, six of each. Thanks Cb God and Dr. Pierces
medicines. I am cured and am a well woman."
Friday week from St. Mary's Church, Cam-

bridge. The interment was at Woburn,
Mass.
Bisnor Harkins of Providence, R. 1.,
observed the eleventh anniversary of his
consecration this week, he having been
Referring to the hard life led by many consecrated April 14, 1887.
priests in Texas, the Southern Messenger
A movement is on foot in Minneapolis.
speaks of one parish, in visiting which Minn., to establish a Catholic business
the missioner must travel 1.392 miles by college.
The school will probably be
railroad and 444 miles overland by stage. known as the Hennepin Institute.
The district was formerly called " No
A number of Catholic women of ChiMan's Land," and comprises sixty-nine
cago
will open a mission for the religious
counties. The number of churches in the
instruction of Italian children on the
mission is very small, but Mass is offered
in twenty-five private houses many miles south side of that city. The Sisters of
Mercy will have charge of the school.
apart.
English Catholics are hoping that the
For the benefit of St. Francis Dc
new Westminster cathedral will be finSales' Church, J. J. McAulift'e's painting,
ished in time so that within its walls may
Ecce Homo," a reproduction of the
be celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of
will
be
Munkacsy,
celebrated picture by
the establishment of the Catholic hieron exhibition at St. Francis Dc Sales' archy in England.
This event occurred
Charleshall,
street,
school
Bunker Hill
on Sept. 29, 18.">0.
town, Tuesday and Wednesday, April 19
and 20, from 9 a. m. to 10 r. M Admission 15 cents.

"

MASS EXPLAINED.

Father Chidwtck, formerly chaplain
of the "Maine," and recently commissioned to the relative rank of lieutenant,
celebrated the early Mass at St. Stephen's
Church, New York City, last Sunday.
Immediately after the Mass, he left for
Key West, Florida, where he has been
ordered to join the "Cincinnati."
Memiieks of the Young Men's Catholic
Association of Brookline had an enjoyable party in the Brookline town hall, last
Monday night. It was the occasion of
the annual concert and ball of the association, and about 500 persons attended.
Thk director for the diocese of Springfield of the Apostleship of Prayer is the
Kev.'B. S. Conaty, Sacred Heart Church,
Worcester, Mass., to whom applications
for aggregation in that diocese must be
made.

An explanation of the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass by the Right Rev. M. F. Howley, and
having the approbation of the Archbishop
of Boston we have now published in a convenient form. The use of the Vestments and
all articles used by the Priest are fully ex
plained. It contains instructions for Bap
tism. Matrimony, etc.; also rules for Mass
and Vespers, with instructions for standing
and kneeling during the services.

PRICE, 50 Cents.
Sent postpaid on receipt of Trice.

FLYNN & MAHONY,
ruljllwliors,

16 18 and 20 Essex St., BOSTON.

CANDLES,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

BEESWAX AND
STEARIC ACID CANDLES

Durini. the latter part of this month
FOR CHURCH USE.
The Sisters of Providence of the
Dominican Fathers will open a mission at
for Parlor, Boudoir, Dining
Candles
Springfield diocese are meeting with great
the new church of the Sacred Heart, Room. Colored Candles In great variety.
success in their efforts to add to the Portland, Me., of which the Kcv. John
OlLS?Olive, Lard, Sperm, Cottonseed
building fund of St. Vincent's hospital of
and Illuminating Oils.
O'Dowd is pastor.
Worcester, and they express themselves
The funeral of the late Rev. John P. EDWARD HARKINS & CO.
as highly gratified with the manner in
Lowry
of St. Paul, Minn., took place on
27 INDIA STREET, BOSTON.
tinof
Worcester
are
assistpeople
which
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Nothing promises more for that wise
Church than its hold upon the minds of
men, women and children who believe
St. Vincent's new church, St. Paul, that capitalists lose human tenderness in
Minn., will be dedicated Sunday, May 8, proportion as their riches Increase."
the feast of the apparition of St. Michael.
Mount St. Mary's Coi.leuk, EmmtttsArchbishop Ireland will preach the dedi- burg,
Md , was recently visited by Very
catory sermon, and will < rficiate in the Rev.
H. Granjon, I) 1)., of St. Mary's
ceremony of dedication.
Seminary, Baltimore, assistant director
Thk corner-stone of the tew Sacred general of the Association for the PropaHeart parochial school was laid last Sun- gation of the Faith and, on invitation of
day week in Wilmington, Del., by Bishop Rev. Father O'Hara, addressed the stuMonaghan. Rev. Leonard Walter de- dents. He spoke eloquently of the hislivered the address. ThebuildiDg, which tory of the famous institution over
will cost about $12,000, will be pushed which he presides in this country, and
rapidly to completion.
gave interesting and touching portrayals
Thk annual retreat of the Children of of the noble work effected by its
His
Mary of Notre Dame convent, Berkeley agents throughout the world.
a
impresstrong
street, this city, opened last Monday with remarks
made
about 100 ladies in attendance. Services sion upon his hearers, the more so
were begun early, and lasted all day, the that the " Did Mountain " had been the
Rev. Edward Welch, S. J., of George- beneficiary of meu such as he described;
for it was two French refugees, Right
town delivering the sermon.
Rev. John Dubois, third bishop of NewThk Maynooth Alumni Association of
York, and Simon Gabriel Brute, first
the United States, composed of priests
bishop of Vincennes, Ind., who estabwho are graduates of Majnooth College, lished
the college at Emmittsburg, and
Ireland, will hold its annual banquet in gave the
best portion of their lives in
New York City, April 20. The Rev. promoting its well-being during a
score
Doctor Charles McCready, pastor of the
or more of years after its foundation.
church of the Holy Cross, New York, is
Through their kindly otlices, a king of
president of the Association.
France favored the college with a subLast Sunday week C mfirmation was stantial bequest, and others of the nogiven for the last time in the old church bility, besides members of the Associaof St. Benedict the Moor, Bleeker street, tion for the Progasration of the Faith,
New York City. The congregation will aided the institution in a similar manner
remo/e on May 1 to West 53d street, and during the earlier years of its existence.
the church will be taken possession of by Doctor Granjon, in his address, enlarged
the Italian congregation which now upon the remarks made by Very Rev.
worships in the old Bethel Church, at Doctor Edward McSweeney, in his article
214 Sullivan street. It will be rechristened in the Catholic press recently, regarding
'?The Church of the Madonna of Pompeii." the debt which Catholic Americans owe
Foil the week ending April 7 16 chil- to the association. Asa result of Docvisit, a number of bands
dren
8 boys and 8 girls?were received tor Granjon's
into the Home for Destitute Catholic have been organized among the students
and henceforth the Old Mountain will
Children; 6 boys and C girls were placed
in families; 6 bays and .". girls were re- contribute her share to the support of
stored to their relatives. Remaining in needy missions and missionary instituthe Home April 7:210 children?llo boys tions under the direction of the Associaof the Faith.
and 106 girls. The following subscrip- tion for the Propagation
tions and donations have been received
for ihe wtek: Rev. P. .J.Daly, .sl00;
MOTHER KATHARINE'S MISSION.
Rev. John I). Tiemey, 960; Rev. John F.
Cummins, $10; R-v. James J. Baxter,
It was stated recently that Mother
Messrs. A. T. Rogers, Peter C Crowley, Katherine, formerly Miss Drexel of PhilT. D. Mulrey, Pettr F. Dowling, H. N. adelphia, had purchased the Sanitarium
Collison, Frank Normile, Mrs. Michael of Cascade, in the Black Hills, South
Donovan, Mrs. E. F. Moran, Misses E. Dakota, for the religious community
and M. Ward, MissNagle, Friend, Friend, which she founded.
This report is
&5 each; Friend, 93; Mr. Grifiin, Doctor doubtedby persons who should know the
T. ("'Connor, |2 each; Doctor J. H.
facts, but it serves to draw attention to
Kenealy, Friend, |I each; Mr John the work she is now doing.
O'Connor. barrel of flour, 1 case of
In 1891 Miss Katharine Drexel founded
eggs; Mrs. John Lyons, 2 cases of eggs;
Ladies of Brockton, :50 dozen of eggs; the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament with
the object of converting and educating
Mrs. Ellen Shea, 1"> dozen of eggs; Miss
Indians and negroes. According to an
Gertrude Hart, 2 boxes of candy. DonaApril number of the Mestions of money, clothing, stores, or any article in the
senger of the Sacred Heart, this order is
articles useful to the children or in the unique among
American Sisterhoods.
Home are respectfully solicited.
Miss Drexel entered the novitiate of the
Tiik. following was copied by the Sisters of Mercy at Pittsburg in 188., inBridgeport (Conn.) Standard from the tending to devote her life and her great
Chicago organ of Methodism
" The wealth to the elevation and conversion of
Roman Catholic Church is growing in all the aborigines. To her original purpose
lands because it constantly manifests its she later added the conversion of the
interest in the poor. One of the most colored race. The Institute of the Sisters
lovely things in it is its perpetual and of the Blessed Sacrament was the result
universal care for the poor, the sick, the of her endeavors, and it practically dates
deserted, the hopeless and the ten-times- from February, 1(391, when Miss Drexel
over destitute. That Church sends to was appointed mother superior of the
leper settlements its priests, some of community of thirteen novices by Archwhom become lepers. That is being bishop Ryan. About two miles north of
ail things to all men' with emphasis. Eden Hall, at Cornwells, I'a., St. ElizaThat Church ministers to the plague- beth's Convent, the mother-house of this
stricken.
It aids to steady the dis- order, was immediately erected. It was
contented. That Church is therefore not formally opened until December, 180:!,
tilled to the doors by people who throng but in the meantime Mother Katharine
its temples and stand up in every foot of and her co-workers were not idle, having
space when the pews are filled. When established themselves in St. Michael's,
strikes paralyze labor and manufacturing the Drexel residence near Eden Hall.
districts, that Church sends its agents to The Sisters have now in training 166
aid in solving the conflict, and one of its colored children in the Holy Providence
strong points at this hour is in its growHouse adjoining their convent. These
ing agency and influence among disconchildren are of all sects and are mostly
tented, striking and menacing workmen. orphans and foundlings from all parts
He who is looking for proofs that Romanof the country.
Girls are in the
ism is growing in power in this republic majority and they have the benefits of a
is mistaken if he confines himself to home and a school until they are twentyUome'»
increasing political schemes. one years old. They receive a training
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HEART REVIEW.
of the heid and hand intended to make
them independent and self-supporting
after leaving Cornwells. They receive a
good common school education, one-half
the day being spent in school and the
other half in domestic service. Each girl
is thoroughly instructed in ail the brunches
of domestic economy. Some take a course
in dressmaking; others learn in a well
equipped laundry all the details of laundry
work, while baking and cooking classes
are provided for still others. The boys
are transferred to other trade and industrial schools in their twelfth year. Until
that age they are educated like the girls.
The same work is being done for the
Indians in St. Katharine's Indian School
at Santa Fe, N. M. Nine Sisters went
there from Cornwells in 18t»4. They have
abaut 120 children under their care and
from lime to time visit the various pueblos
about their school for a radius of eighty
miles.
A branch school was opened at Rockcistle, Va., in the centre of a thickly
populated colored district, three years
ago. The school is known as the St.
Francis dc Sales School for Girls. The
Christian Brothers have an industrial
school for bjys near by.

A

CATHOLIC PERSIAN CHIEF.

A Persian chief is at present in England collecting funds for the relief of his
Catholic fellow countrymen. He gives
the following account of himself in a
letter to the press
" I, Malik Pera, am a chief authorized
by his Majesty the Shah, expressly for
the Catholics. I received much kindness
from his Majesty when we were at
Teheran with his Excellency, the apostolic
delegate, Monsignor Montete. He has
given me a faramon, or official paper,
appointing me to the position I hold.
Never had 1 spoken against our government.
In foreign countries the ambassadors and consuls of Persia protect mc His Excellency, the Persian
ambassador in London, gave me a letter
for his Eminence, Cardinal Vaughan.
For all the years I have been working as
chief I have ever been in good relations
with the Persian authorities. I shall not
speak of people who do harm to Catholics, but of those who have done wrong,
and in general the authorities have been
kind to all the Christians in Persia, especially the Catholics. The question I
have referred to arose, not because of
any dispute with the Persian authorities,
but because of differences between the
Catholics and Protestants and Nestorians.
In these matters the authorities have
been very favorable to us Catholics. I
have been defending Catholic interests
all my life as a Catholic chief, and my
father spent his life in fighting for the
same cause. I have the hearty approbation of my archbishop, Monsignor Audo,
Father Mallawal, Superior Salamon and
Monsignor Isaac Koudabash."

:
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THE TABERNACLE

SOCIETY.

An Appeal to Priests.
Sacred Heart Review:
This society, as you doubtless know,
was first conceived in the heart of a nun
of the Sacred Heart, in a convent-school
in Paris From her the idea was taken
up by Madamoiselle dc Meeus, one of her
pupils, on her return from Paris to Belgium in 184.'!.
The mother-house was in Belgium until 1871, when the society was affiliated
with the "Continual Adoration" in RomeThe full title at present is " The Association of the Perpetual Adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament, and the Work for
Poor Churches." But it is best known by
the name of"The Tabernacle Society."
In Boston the home of the society is at
the convent of Notre Dame on Berkeley
street. It is not connected with any sodality, and all Catholic women in Boston
are invited to join. The object is a double
one, viz., to join in the continual adora.
?
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tion by giving one hour, each, a month,
to silent waiting before the Blessed Sacrament, and to prepare anything aid
everything necessary for the service of
the Mass in poor churches.
The ladies make altar linen and vestments of all sorts. But we find there is
a frequent call for other things which
we can not furnish without help from
our priests. We have, frequently, letters
asking if we know of any wav in which
these poorer parishes can get pictures for
the Stations,?bells, ?statues, ?pictures,
organs or harminiums, etc. [Cassocks
and vestments that can be renovated are
also of use] The question arose Wtnt
is done with all these in churches where
they find themselves able to refurnish?
If any priests who read this know of
any of these things that are of no more
service to those who have used them, the
ladies will be greatly obliaed if they will
send them to th; convent on Berkeley
street, or if they will notify them.
In some of the Indian missions, especially, they would greatly appreciate
many things that might, at first thought,
seem hardly worth giving.
There are twogood motives "LetnothLet each man help
ing be wasted," and
the next man." If these were practically
applied it would seem we should see the
want and suffering of the world soon
greatly lessened.
Elisabeth Washhurx Bkainaro.
St. Botolph Studios, March 30, 1808.
?
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Colleges and Academies.
Conducted by Fathers of the Society of Jesus

T. BROSNAHAN, S. J.
Catalogues may be

olic Bookstores.

obtained at the Cath-

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Boarding School for Young
Please send for catalogue to

Ladies.

THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
Notre Dame, Indiana.
Glassies, Letters, Science. Law, OItII, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.
Thorough Preparatory and Commercial Courier
Ecclesiastical students at special rates.
Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Tear, Collegiate
Courses. St. Edward's Hall, for boys under 13.
The 108th Term will open January 4th, 1898
Catalogues sent Free on application to
Rev. A. Morrisaey, C.S.C., President.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, Macs.
This Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
is only a few miles from the city. It is on the line of
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensive, affording ample advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches nscessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
apply to Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory school
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object of
this school is to give such a general education as will
fit pupili to enter college.

NT. ST. MARY'S COLLEGE,
Emmitsburg, Md.

Conducted by an Association of Secular
Clergymen, under the auspices of His Eminence, the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore.

Classical, Scientific
and Commercial
Courses. Terms: $380.00 in Senior, and
»250.00 in Small Boys' Department.

Address

REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,

President.
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Forty days! and they came and went
Hour by hour, without halt or haste.
How were 1 Weir fateful moments spent ?
Day or night did they run to waste '!
Surely no! Ye were minting gold
Gold of penance and alms and prayer,
Stamping it clearly, linn and bold,
With the ilie of tin' Master's signet fair.
Laying lip for the hist great, day,
Treasures rich against sorest needs ;
Hoarding moments that, once away,
Hasten death as the lightning speeds.
Not a fraction of time was lost,
Not a deed nor a word nor thought;
A holy Lent, at whatever cost,
Ah, who could say it was dearly
bought!
A holy Lent. We are silent all.
Those forty days! Were they yet to

:

come!
Or, could we only the ha//' recall,
How far they should carry us towards
home!
But they are gone and forever gone !
We are beggars still and the gold is
?

spent.

Ob, for all we have done and left undone,
Lord, grant us, pray! even one more
Lent!
Written for the Review.

URSULA'S SECOND MARRIAGE.
WALTER

E.

M'CANN.

CHAPTER XXII
HARMON'S fulfil IBM
That night Doctor Lansing, as did
other persons in Bainbridge, the weather
being so warm, sat up late; but when
eleven o'clock came he decided to close
up his house and go in. He had been enjoying a cigar on the front porch, with
his neighbor, Colonel Tewksbury, who
admired him greatly, and now, the Colonel
having departed, called up the stairs to
know if every one was in.
Lillian came down, in the white dress
she had worn during the evening, and
looking very anxious, and said every one
was in except Mrs. St. Aurin.
"Mrs. St. Aurin !" said the Doctor,
astonished. She was always among the
earliest to retire
" Yes: she went out with Doctor
Marston in a boat, and they have not
come back; and we are going to have a
thunderstorm," explained Lillian.
The thunderstorm was approaching
rapidly. The lightning was glaring
wildly in the distant sky, and the atmosphere was extremely close. Doctor
Lansing stepped to the railing of the
porch and took a long look westward.
Mr. Harmon had better go down to
the river bank," suggested the Doctor.
" They must havereturned by this time."
So Mr. Harmon, taking an umbrella,
departed presently upon this mission, and
found several persons there; but nothing
had been heard of the absentees.
On came the storm. At half-past
eleven the thunder began to mutter and
the lightning to increase, and by midnight there was a frightful downpour.
The crash and tumult overhead, and the
incessant play of electricity, were terrifying in the extreme, and every one in Doctor Lansing's house remained awake,
although the shutters in all the rooms
except his own were tightly closed. He
himself sat at his window viewing with
awe and admiration the mighty play of
the elements.
Nor did Ursula and her companion return that night. It was not until eleven
o'clock the next day that they returned?
the sun shining brilliantly and the world
all beautiful?and then they came up in a
buggy, from which Mrs. St. Aurin was
helped down by Doctor Lansing himself,
who was standing on the porch with
Mrs. Etherage.
"Alive and safe, you see," said Ursula
laughing, although she was plainly embarrassed, especially under the shrewd scrutiny of Mrs. Etherage, whose gaze turned
from her toward Doctor Marston. The
horse was a little res'ive and Marston
was obliged to keep an eye upon him.
But we had a dreadful night," added
Ml!.

"

"

Urmia.

" A most alarming
Doctor.

night,"
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And one full of alarm about yon,'
added Mrs. Eihersgc.
"We lost an oar, aud Doctor Marston,
who knows very Utile about boats, soon
found that he could not manage our craft
with one oar. We did not know where
we were and were carried on. I was
never so frightened."
" But you did not remain in the boat
during the storm?" said Mrs. Ktherage.
No; just before it burst we contrived
to reach the shore and make a landing.
But it was so dark that we could not see
our way, and in the midst of the terrible
lightning and rain we were obliged to get
what shelter we could under the trees.
But we were very wet. After the storm
ceased we wandered about until we found
a house and Doctor Marston succeeded in
waking the people. They gave us dry
clothing and I was provided with a room,
while Doctor Marston was obliged to
sleep in a chair. Then, after some rest,
we were compelled to ask them to lend us
a horse and buggy to take us home."
" Under promise of returning both as
soon as possible,"said Marston.
At this point Audrey, who had heard
the voices, appeared and went over and
kissed Ursula and put her arms round
her. Mrs. Etherage turned away and
walked to the edge of the porch and
looked over.
Ursula, then, more briefly, told her
story over again, yet bringing out new
points; and finally it was suggested that
she ought to go in, and after dinner, take
a nap; but to this she demurred, as the
day was too beautiful to be passed in
sleep, she said, and she was not very tired.
Doctor Marston now said he must see
about sending back the horse and carriage, and, lifting his hat, he drove ofi,
and Ursula went immediately up to Mrs.
Lansing's room, where she related her
adventures once more.
Mrs. Lansing was sitting up
it
her
seemed more fragile than ever
girlish beauty more ethereal; and when
Ursula came in she smiled with genuine
delight.
I was so afraid that something had
happened to you, dear. You can't imagine
my relief."
But after she had heard the narrative
she was grave, and Audrey also, and each
knew what the other was thinking of.
" Yuu do not feel that I did right in
going out in the boat with him," said
Ursula, depressed.
Audrey cleared her throat and did not
reply; but, after a moment, her mother
answered with some hesitation.
" No, dear Ursula, I don't think you
did exactly right; but It was done, and
whether it was right or not does not
trouble me. I am thinking of how much
talk there will be."
" They have already talked about me,"
said Ursula, with a little scorn; "and a
great deal. Why should I care? "
"You should care, my dear. Every
woman should value the good opinion of
the world. There will be a great deal of
talk. It is a serious thing You were
alone with the young man the whole
night. There will be the most painful
gossip," she added thoughtfully. " I
would give a great deal if it had not

"
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happened."
"Certainly it can not be so serious,"
said Ursula. "It was purely an accident
and might have occurred to anyone."

I am afraid you will see," returned
Mrs. Lansing, in a little anxious reverie,
biting her pale lip and looking down upon
the floor. "Oh: my dear girl, it was
most unlucky."
" There will be talk, I am sure," said
Audrey. "It is such a dreadful place
for mischievous chatter.'"
Ursula felt uneasy and dejected. But
Mrs. Lansing proved to be right; in a
few days there was a great deal of talk
all over Bainbridge, aud ranch m ire than
Ursula had any idea of. Kvery one knew
that Mrs St Auriu had gone out, after
dark, sailing with young Doctor Marston,
said the and had remained away with him somewhere until late next day. Where they

"
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were was variously reported, and thtre
were many difftrent versions of their
adventures.
Ursula felt immediately that she was
under the ban of the disapproval of the
community, aud was made to realize it in
many ways. She was eyed in a curious
and disagreeable manner w lien she went
out, and when she passed along Main
street the women at the doors of several
of the shops smiled and whispered. On
one of the
Sunday she went to church
and as she came out she
early Masses
was cut dead by two of her old fiiends.
One of these was Mrs. Graham, the wife
of the lawyer, to whom Ursula bowed
and smiled as usual, but Mrs. Graham, with
a cold stare of rebuke, turned her back.
in
That day Doctor Marston called
the afternoonbefore the Sundiy-school?
and Audrey brought up word that he was
in the parlor.
Ursulalookedat her hesitatingly. "Certainly," said Audrey, "I should go down.
I dare say he has something important to
say to you."
So Ursula descended to the parlor,
where she found Marston, with his hands
behind him, standing at the window.
When she came in he turned, smiling;
but she greeted hito rather gravely and
took a chair on the other side of the table.
" I should have called before," he said ;
"but I heard through our young man
here, Mr. Harmon, that you were all
right. Now that it is all over I may tell
you that we had a very narrow escape.
I knew almost nothing about managing a
boat. If we had not reached the shore
before the storm broke all would have
been over with us."
I was frightened enough," answered
Ursula, quietly.
He talked for some minutes more of
their experiences, and then he said,
rather abruptly i
" I suppose you havethought more than
once of your promise that night, Ursula
I have never ceased to think of it."
He came over to her and stood by her chair.
" It was a rash promise," said Ursula.
" It was a solemn promise made
there that dark and dismal night, or,
rather, morning, when we were completely lost in the wood, and drenched
through, and certainly in more or less
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for your sister's deceitful action in destroying that letter you would have been
my wife now. From the moment I sent
that letter to this moment I have never
lost the thought of you."
He would have said more
he was in
eloquent mood: fervent, and, perhaps,
even a little melodramatic; but at this moment in came Lillian, pretty and radiant
in her Sunday finery.
Very decidedly dc trap Doctor Marston
thought her. Nevertheless he g eeted her
witli a delight which conventionally inspires, aud she began telling them of her
husband, who had just finished his address at the Sunday-school anniversary
and had been warmly congratulated by
the trustees aud leading people of the
church and every one.
" Kven papa said that it was a beautiful
address," the young lady went on. "Mr.
Harmon has now b.-en speaking for some
time every Sunday night, and sometimes
during the week, and everybody confesses that he has a line talent for the
pulpit. He is now papa's regular assistant. What they like about him is that he
is more conservative than papa. Many
people think that papa goes too far."
Ursula had heard something of this;
there had been talk of it in thehousehold ;
and although she paid little attention to
the affaiis of Doctor Lansing's church
she could not but recognize that Mr.
Harmon, in whom everyone expected to
danger."
not have been compelled to be disappointed, was really getting on.
I
should
"
"I think my husbar.d will show his
make a promise at such a time."
enemies yet," said the young lady, with
??But you made it, and repeated it fer- enkindled eyes, " that he has ability and
vently, and it stands," says Marston, plac- energy both."
His enemies, Lillian?" said Ursula,
ing his hand on her shoulder and bending surprised.
touched
so
that
his
face
almost
down,
(TO UK CONTINUED.)
hers. "You promised that if you ever
married again you would be no man's
wife but mine. You swore it, Ursula,"
he whispered.
She sat downcast, holding her hands in
her lap; they looked like Gretchen and
Faust.
"I did not swear to anything," the
answered.
"It was the same as an oath. I love
you, Ursula, and you shall not escape me.
We must marry now
there is no help
for it. The whole town is talking about Ttaintg French Organdies,
us! "
in beautiful color effects. AnderShe looked at him, startled. He went
son Scotch Ginghams in styles
over to the mantlepiece and leaned
just from the looms are among the
The window was raised
the
there.
most attractive of this season's
voices of the children at Sunday-school
merchandise, at 23c. a yard.
came floating in.
"Yes; the whole town is talking about Grenadine Xorclty Organ
us. I see it makes you wince; but the
dies, lace stripes, light and dark
fact, deplorableas it may be, remains. I
most effective in decolorings,
you
that I
have been so troubled for
sign, at
could not sleep. I counted the very hours
until today so that I might come and speak
to you. and warn you not to let it wound
you too much if you should hear it."
Ihave heard something of it," she said.
Indeed! Well, matters are still worse
Thes", Grenadine Noveltiis are
than I supposed. You must marry me,
north 15c. a yard. Secure a dress
Ursula, and then you can smile at this
without delay.
wretched gossip. Why should you hesitate? You know that I love you."
"How long has it been since that love
began?" she said smiling.
" When you were but a child. And you
cared for me, Ursula ?you know it. But
5 TO 11 WINTER ST., BOSTON.
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uIrish etter.
Tin: annual international football
match between Ireland and Wales
recently took place at the City of
the Violated Treaty, and we regret
that this, the centenary year ot 'its,
victory smiled betiignantly on the
ieek instead of on"the chosen
leaf of bard and chief." As this
international match is eagerly looked
forward to by the sons of old Ireland
scattered in every clime, aye, and
by the daughters of Erin as well,
who are always interested in the
athletic feats of the sons of Grannuale, we reprint the following details taken from an Irish contemporary:?
On Saturday the Irish and Welsh inter,
national football teams met at Limerick,
in the presence of an enormous crowd of
spectators, when Wales defeated Ireland
by eleven points to three. The da\ w as
a bit hard until the match had been half
over, when the sun burst forth, makins
the latter part of the match exceedingly pleasant Then; must have been
fully ten thousand people on the field,
and the various stands erected around
weTe crowded to their utmost capacity.
During the progress of, the match
two stands at the ell side collapsed,
but no serious damage resulted. The band
of the Hoyal Irish Regiment was preseut,
and discoursed a charming selection of
music, both before and after the match.
The game itself was a spiritless att'iir,
but the hopes of the spectators, who were
of course largely interested in the Irish
team, got a remarkable buoyancy when
Larry Hulger kicked a penalty goal from
the touch line, which was the only score
made by the Irish team, and the wonder
was that Wales did not run up a bigaer
total. At half-time Wales had made one
goal off try (."> points | to Ireland's on
goal oil penalty (U points).
To a
spectator, the Welsh combination was
harder and heavier than the Irish, and
showed more science in passing, besi 'es
being faster in the forwards than the
Irish team. At the final whistle, Ireland's
position remained unchanged, while Wales
had added a goal off penalty, and one try,
making a total of 11 points, as against:!
for Ireland.
The great brunt of the work of
preparaion for the match fell on the
shoulders of Mr. Jack Sullivan, well
known for h'.s connection with the popular Garryowen team. He did herculean
work, and his fellow citizens are under a
deep debt of gratitude to him for the
manner in which he upheld the reputation
of the City of the Shannon.
The result of Saturday's game leavi s
the question of interna'ional superiority
still undecided. Ireland has won against
England and lost to Scotland and Wales.
Scotland has won against Ireland and
drawn with England, aud will not play
Wales this season. England has drawn
with Scotland and lost to Ireland, and
is to play Wales next Saturday week.
Wales has beaten Ireland and is fairly
confident of licking England. But even
then the season's championship will remain unwon.
?

Tmk classic kingdom of Kerry is
up in arms against the march of the
crowbar brigade who so ruthlessly
cast on the roadside the unfortunate
peasantry who fall victims to avaricious landlords. It seems probable
that eviction in Ireland will become
unknown when the proposed new
Government Hill becomes law, and
the sooner that this diabolical system
of exterminating the Irish is exterminated the better for Ireland. The
evictions on the Warden estate, adjacent to the village of Sneem, was
the cause of an indignation meeting
being held there on St. Patrick's
Day. The object of the meeting
generally was to discuss the several
evictions which have taken place
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on the estate during the past six
years, since it passed into the hands
of Mrs. and the Messrs. Warden,
but the evictions of two tenants
named Robert Sullivan and Patrick
O'Neill, which were of more recent
occurrence, were the principal topics
of proceedings. The meeting took
place in the open space in front of
the parish Catholic church, where
a platform was erected for the occasion. The meeting was of extremely large dimensions, and was
attended liy a most representative
gathering of the people of the village and of the southern division of
Kerry, advantage having been taken
of the fact that the day, being the
festival of the patron saint, was a
holiday, and that the spring fair was
being held in the village. The proceedings were most enthusiastic
from beginning to end.
?

\u25a0

Wi: have quite often advocated
the claims of a Catholic university
for Ireland, and we are pleased to
find that thcopinions of the Anglican
hierarchy are being freely voiced in
support of Ireland's claim. The
archbishop of Canterbury is a strong
supporter of the movement, and the
bishops of Manchester and Wakefield have fallen into line with the
archbishop. The latest recruit to
the ranks is the bishop of Rochester, who thinks that the "proposal
is just because it accords with the
feelings and principles of the great
majority of the population of Ireland." The bishop of Hereford
writes: " Believing, as I do, that
the one true way of turning Ireland
into a loyal, contented, and happy
portion of the empire is by the
method of Home Rule in all internal
affairs, I hold that she ought to be
given a university which will satisfy
the common sentiment of her people.
Moreover, I know no influence so
likely to promote the growth of a
reasonable and tolerant frame of
mind among Irish Roman Catholics
as that of a university education,
and, consequently, I desire the removal of any obstacle which shuts
out Romanists from sharing in this
education, and I do not consider it
either just or politic to impose our
will upon the Irish people, overriding their own in such a matter."
The marvel is that Mr. Balfour, in
such expressions of opinion, together
with the support of all that is best
in Irish Unionism, has not the
courage to face a few noisy and
bigoted opponents.
«

Tin-: following spirited address
was delivered by Mr. John Dillon,
M. I'., at a '9* banquet held at the
Hotel Cecil, London, at which 700
ladiesand gentlemenwere present;?
"The remarkable assembly of that evening was intended to celebrate the centenary of an occasion when a body of men
assembled together to tight one of the
most cruel tyrannies that ever existed.
They fought for-the liberty of an ancient
nation under circumstances of disadvantage such as attended on the struggles of
few people. They were face to face with
one of the greatest empires and military
powers of Europe, and yet the Irish peasantry, untrained and unarmed, without
oflicers and without technical skill, sent
the troops of England in headlong flight
before them. Irishmen fought and fell
by thousands. Those present that night
were there to honor the memory of the
men who founded the United Irish Society
and the memory of the unnamed and unnumbered dead who lay under the sky of
Wexford, Wlcklow and Carlow today.
They fought and fell. They were tortured. Their rooftrees were burned; their
women outraged. They were killed by
tens of thousands. The cause for which
they fought, and which was drowned in
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blind, in the opinion of their conquerors,
was drowsed forever. But after a hundred yearsthey were assembled tonight to
d clare that the cause lived still. Many
of the reforms for which the men of 1798

fought, hud since been carried into effect,
and although the greatest object of their
lives remained to be achieved, the great
significance of that gathering tonight was
that the cause for which the men of '9s
wa'ured the soil of Ireland with their
blood, lived today with asgreat intensity in
the hearts of fifteen millions of their race.
It was a matter of no slight significance
that after 100 years of struggle and suffering, during which the people of Ireland had not gone back on principles of
1798, he had read a declaration from the
mightiest and most revered statesman
who had governed this country during the
present century, to the effect that in his
great old age he still believed in the indestructible right and might and ultimate
triumph of the Irish cause. This was
not an assembly to discuss grievances
or to consider questions of politics.
It was an assembly gathered together
by the spirit of a free nation who
refused to be slaves aud who would
never consent to be governed by another people whether they governed them
ill or well. They had heard a declaration recently that peace reigned in Ireland, that the country was tranquil and
contented. He warned their rulers that
the peace which in their judgmentreigned
in Ireland was no peace in the true sense
of the word. It was but thepeace which
in nature preludes a thunder-storm ; it was
the peace of a people who hated their
rule, and were discontented with their
condition. So long as Ireland was denied
the rights for which Tone laid down his
life there would be no true and abiding
peace in their country. British and Scotch
ministers were in the habit, when they
went to Ireland, of flattering themselves
that the constitutional agitation was not
so vigorous and that peace and order
reigned. But this was only a fool's paradise of these ministers. Periods of peace
and tranquility in Ireland were deceptive.
They had heard before of discontent
being driven under the suiface. For his
part he thought it was better when discontent appeared above the surface. He
thought it was more satisfactory in Ireland whtn the constitutional movement
was active and vigorous.
Whatever
might be the opinions of these ministers,
he warned them, from his knowledge of
Ireland, that there would not and could
not be peace in that country so long as
Ireland was denied the right of governing
itself. The people of Ireland, like those
of most o'her nations, had many faults.
He had the name of being rather a gloomy
man. He did not know whether justly
or not. He was constitutionally inclined
rather to criticize his own people. They
had numerous faults, but noman had ever
charged the Irish people with being a
nation of cowards. They were a fighting
race. He was proud of his race. They
had many faults. Take his word for it?and
he spoke what he knew to be the sentiment of a hundred gatherings like that
from one end of the world to the other,
whatever differences there might be as to
the politics of today, and he thought they
were rapidly vanishing, there was no
difference on the main issue, that to have
a peaceful and contented Ireland you
must have a free Ireland."
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THEMA YPOLE SOAPDEPOT, X
% Address,
127 Duaae Street, New York.
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merely required to pay ?;"> down:
second cabin *10; and
first
cabin x J;i ; the balance of passage
money can be paid at passengers'
convenience before .lune 1. This
excursion, organized to honor the
memory of the heroes who died for
Erin one hundred years ago, affords
an opportunity for a representative
body of our people to journey to
Ireland together on a mission of love
and duty at no extra charge, as the
fare is the re>gular ocean rates for
passage both ways. It is the only
excursion to Ireland from Boston.
and if you intend to visit Ireland
this summer you can not do better
than to join it. All applications for
passage must be forwarded to the
manager, Martin .1. Roche, state
treasurer A.(). 11.. 13 How street,
CharlestoYvn, Boston, Mass.
M. .1. Knell K.
Deafness Can Not Be Cured
by local applications, as they can not reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
by constitutional remedies.
Deafness is
caused by an inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets inflamed you have a
rumblingsound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed Deafness is there.
suit, anil unless the inflammation can be

taken out and this tube restored to Us normal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever; nine eases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an Inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
can not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free.
r. 1. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
»- Sold byDrnggists, 75c.
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1 CAM not too strongly impress
upon those who contemplate joining
the grand 'SIS centennial excursion
from Boston to Queenstown, .lune
11, the necessity of entering their

\u25a0\u25a0j Grand
g

names as early as possible before
the great rush for berths takes place.
The round trip rates for the excursion are steerage, $52; second cabin,
*75.:;7 ; and first cabin, *150 ; and in
order to have one's name placed on
the list steerage passengers are
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TH E SACRED HEART REVIEW.

TheHousewife.
IN THE SPRINGTIME.
In the first warm days of spring,
the busy housekeeper begins to look
over the contents of boxes and
closets, preparatoryto spring cleaning." There are always so many
things too good for the ragbag, and
yet they cumber room needed for
other purposes.
First there is the bedding. Sheets
that have done duty on a double bed,
and are hopeless in the middle, but
good on the edges, may have the
outer edges sewn together, and the
weak partsremovedfrom the middle,
and then, the former centre now
having become the outside, the edges
may be hemmed, and a sheet will be
the result that will do good service
on a single bed.
Such sewing
should always be done by machine.
Old linen is useful for patches,
and very often in case of illness.
It is not necessary to pack away a
quantity of absolutely worthless
material for the sake of saving the
good portions. All linen that can
not be worked over to do duty in
anyform, should be washed, smoothly
ironed, and the good parts laid away
for patches, or for use in case of
emergency.
It is well to put with old linen, as
well as new, a few sprigs of lavender
or afew dried rose-leaves, to prevent
that damp odorthat always emanates
from anything which has been

"

packed away from the air.
In case of sudden accidents, I
have several times seen almost new
linen torn into shreds for want of
old, when, too, it could ill be spared,
and something softer would have
been far better for the purpose for
which it was used.
Do not let old dresses and garments accumulate any more rapidly
than is absolutely necessary. If the
article be really past usefulness, rip
it up; wash it, if it will bear
washing.
If you can not make it over, then,
and do not care to give it away, you

useless.

If there are whitehoods or mittens,
or anything of that nature that are
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badly soiled, rub them in flour and
FIBROID TUMOR CONQUERED.
magnesia before putting away. As
the flour becomes discolored, throw Expelled by Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound?Strong Statement
From Mrs. B. A. Lombard.
it out, and use fresh, until you get
then
cleansed,
hang
the article
in
One of the greatest triumphs of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the
the sun for a while.
conquering of woman's dread enemy, Fibroid Tumor.
Moths seldom find their way to
The growth of these tumors is so sly that frequently their presence is not susanything that is wrapped in news- pected until they are far
papers ; still, "an ounce of prevention
V^^^^^lala^Ba^a^Hß^
So-called wanderis worth a pound of cure," so I ad" may come
\u25a0bhHhI&SPB.
vise you to put camphor or moth- ing painsearly
s^pVi
??

balls with all kinds of woolens that
are to be packed away.
Be sure to mend all underwear
before packing away. It is discouraging to find that articles need
to be repaired when taken out again
in the autumn.

from its
stages, or
the presence of danger
may be made manifest
by unusual pain extending down the groin and

.
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If you have mysterious pains, if there
are Indications of inil am mat ion or displace-

TO FRESHEN LACE CURTAINS.
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If sent to the laundry, the expense fears and go through the
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of having lace curtains made fresh horrors of a hospital
as new is an item of no inconsider- operation; secure Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound right away and begin
its use.
able moment. They may be dusty
Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass., will give you her advice free of all charge if you
and somewhat soiled, and still not will write her about yourself. Your letter will be seen by women only, and you need
dirty, and it is a matter of regret if have no hesitation about being perfectly frank.
Read what Mrs. B. A. Lomiurd, Box 71, Westdale, Mass., says:
they must be washed at home, beI have reason to think that I would not be here now if it had not been for
sides the painstaking labor that the
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It cured me of a fibroid tumor. Doctors
work entails. They may be made could do nothing for me, and they could not cure me at the hospital. I will tell you
to look well without washing, for a about it. I had been in my usual health, but had worked quite hard. I all at once
season or two longer, if carefully began to feel miserable. The doctor gave me medicine, but it did me no good. He
handled, and the following method said he must find the cause of my trouble. Upon examination he found there was a
fibroid tumor in my womb, and gave me treatment without any benefit whatever.
is worth trying
About that time a lady called on me and recommended Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Take out-of-doors and shake well, Compound;
said she owed her life to it. I said I would try it, and did. Soon after
but carefully. Much dust will, in I saw an improvement. I still continued taking the Compound for some time. Then
this manner, have been disposed of. the doctor made an examination again, and found everything all right. The tumor
Krush them carefully, then, with a had passed away, and that dull ache was gone."
clean, soft clothes-brush. Have irons
In fair weather, the curtain as she tries to turn to get out of the
moderately hot, and prepare a dish carpet.
soon dries. They should not be harbor. Kut watch her graceful,
of warm water with a teaspoonful starched enough to make them stiff, splendid movements as she ploughs
of starch to the pint of water. With but just sufficiently to give them the ocean or weathers the storm.
Moreover, a stupid judgment of a
body." A clean, new brush-broom
a clean white cloth or sponge,
dampen over, and carefully sponge aids materially in brushing out scal- boy is damaging to him. To call
lops, and bringing out the pattern. him a dunce, a blockhead, an idiot
a width of the curtain correspondWhen dry, press on wrong side is very unwise, as well as unkind.
ing to width of ironing-board, after with moderately hot iron. We have It may discourage him, may even
which it is to be well dried and known lace curtains laundered at permanently affect his character,
home, that compared favorably with (live the stupid boy a chance, and it
pressed with hot irons.
The curtain should be pressed those fresh from the laundryman's will be known ere long whether he
is really or only apparently stupid.
upon the wrong side, and when it has hands.
Linen for tea-tables, embroideries
all been carefully gone over, if the for dressing-tables, and doilies for
curtains be folded down the centre general decoration should, when
as when new, and pressed, leaving a washed, be ironed at once, and not
fold, noone would think the curtains left to get dry. To bring out the
be pressed on a
were not new. Expensive curtains design they should
clean, soft blanket.
are Bilver coated and have the name
may even be thus treated, leaving
Makion*.
"BLAUD" stamped on each Pill. They
the laundering at the hands of a
have been prescribed with the most satisprofessional for a season more, at GIVE THE STUPID BOY A CHANCE. factory results for more than 50 years in
\u25a0

?

"

:

?

"

can discard all useless parts, wash
and starch the linings, and the room least.
Curtains maybe laundered nicely at
occupied in this stage will be much
less than when hanging on the closet home, if careis taken, andthe work not
hurriedly done. Washedout in warm
hooks.
Then there are the old hats and water for a first bath, the dust and
bonnets, with their hopeless shapes, grime is loosened, and the work may
their straightened feathers, crumpled then be finished by a careful hand
lace, faded ribbons, and crushed sudsing in hot soapsuds, after which
flowers. Kip them apart, wash the they must be well rinsed in two or
ribbon, clean the laces, curl the more tubs of warm water.
feathers, steam all the creases from
If an 6cru tinge be desired, coffee
the velvet, by having some one hold should be added to the water through
a damp cloth over a hot iron while which they pass last, and in which
you draw the velvet back and forth there is a very little cooketl starch.
over it, using a whisk broom, if
Lace-curtain stretchers are not as
necessary, where the pile is very commonly owned as they should be.
badly crushed.
They may be a neighborhood affair,
Have separate boxes in which to for it is something so seldom used
keep bits of ribbon, laces, etc. The that housekeepers many times do

ribbons, if nicely washed and pressed,
will be all ready to be dyed whenever they may be required, but
throw out everything that is utterly
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Here is a lesson and perhaps encouragement for parents who have
a stupid boy, for, no doubt, there
are a few stupid boys in the world,
even amid the lights of this closing
century. It is said that when Isaac
Barrow, one of the greatest of English preachers, was a boy, his father
thought him very stupid. But Isaac

cases of Anemia, Chlorosis, etc. Sold only
in original bottles of 100 and 300 pills.
Imported by K. Fougera ft Co., N. Y

A BOOK OF TIMELY INTEREST.

HISTORY
OV THE

Irish Rebellion

grew to be one of the greatest
preachers of England, a professor in
the University of Cambridge and a
teacher of Sir Isaac Newton. It is
well to remember that a boy is not
necessarily stupid because he is
BY EDWARD HAY.
He may be
pronounced stupid.
stupidly judged. The fire of intelONE VOL. 12M0. GREEN CLOTH.
lect may kindle slowly ; it may seem
Price: 75 Cents.
heap
to be smoldering under a
of
ashes, hopelessly suppressed. Genius
does not always shoot up like a skyComplete Catalogue, including patriotic
not feel justified in the purchase. rocket. It may come like the rising
works,
song books, etc., sent on applicaIn the cities, a curtain stretcher may of the sun to the meridian splendor, tion.
be purchased for two dollars and slowly, steadily. Do not be discouraged by the apparent stupidity
fifty cents or three dollars.
of the boy or girl. C4ive him or her
Having no curtain stretcher, cur- a fair chance. The first movements
CATHOLIC PUBLISHERS,
tains may be pinned down upon a of the great seagoing vessel are apsheet that is tacked or pinned to a parently awkward and hesitating, 172 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
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New Books.

Medical.

How to Comfort the Sick.

ABOUT BURNS.

A burn may result from excessive
heat applied in any way,?hot air or
hot water,steam, flame or electricity,
?or even

from extreme cold. The

injury resulting from

contact

with

hot water or steam is usually called
a scald, but is practically the same
in results as a burn.
Surgeons speak of different degrees of a burn, according to the
amount of tissue destroyed by it.
Thus, a burn of the first degree is one
that simply reddens and irritates the
skin ; a burn of the second degree is
one that causes actual inflammation
of the skin with the formation of
blisters ; while a burn of the third
degree destroys the skin and more
or less of the flesh beneath it, or
even chars and kills all the tissues,
including the bone itself.
The effects of a burn depend
partly upon its degree, but not entirely, for a burn even of the first
degree may cause death, if it involves
a very large portion of the surface
of the body. This it does by interfering with the necessary excretion
of waste matter which is constantly
taking place through the skin.
A curious effect of a severe burn
in any part of the body is ulceration
of the bowels following very intense
congestion of the entire digestive
canal. The bronchial tubes and the
lungs are sometimes injured by the
inhalation of steam or very hot air,
but even apart from such an accident, a person who has been burned
about the chest or back is very liable
to have an attack of bronchitis or
pneumonia in consequence.
The first thing to be done in the
case of a burn of any degree is to
stop the pain. This should be done,
not only from the natural impulse to
relieve suffering, but because the
shock resulting from the injury may
be so greatly increased by the agony
as to cause the death of the patient,
even when the burns in themselves
would not do so.
Covering the part with any bland
substance, such as olive oil, vaseline,
sweet butter or flour paste, to keep
off the air, will often afford great
relief, and in burns of the first degree nothing more may be needed.
Carron oil, the name given a mixture of equal quantities of linseed oil
and lime water, was formerly, and is
still in many workshops, the favorite
application for a burn. Better still
is bicarbonate of soda (cooking
soda) or calcined magnesia made
into an ointment with vaseline or
lard,and spread thickly over the skin.
Another application which is often
exceedingly grateful is a solution of
nitrate of potash (nitre). Hunters
often make a paste of gunpowder
for this purpose. One or other of
these applications will usually suffice in mild cases, and in severe burns
will help to reduce the pain for the
time until the doctor comes.

The above-named manual is true to its
sub-title,which says that the volume is especially adapted for the instruction, consolation and devotion of religious persons
devoted to the sick. It is from the original of the Rev. Joseph Aloysius Krebs,
C. SS. R., of Vaals, Holland. The spiritual care of the sick is considered in this
book, and little or nothing is said of the
care of the body. In regard to the latter
sick-nurses should have acquired by study,
observation and experience all that is
necessary to make the patient as comfortable as possible. Of the care of the
sick as a vocation the book treats, and
those who follow its advicewill be able to
assist spiritually the sick and the dying.
The examples given of the self-denying
labors of many saints in their labors in
behalf of the sick and the suffering are
very edifying, and can not fail to inspire
the religious who devote their lives to the
service of unfortunate invalids. A worthy
feature of the volume is presented in the
appendix, where different prayers and devotional exercises, and especially the examinations of conscience on the care of
the sick, are given. Published by Benziger Brothers, New York, Cincinnati and
Chicago. Price $1.00.
A TRANSLATION from a sixth French
edition comes to us from Benziger
Brothers under the title
Meditations of
the Seven Words of Our Lord on the
Cross." It is from the original of the
late Father Charles Perraud, with an introduction and epilogue by his brother,
Cardinal Perraud, bishop of Autun,
member of the French Academy. These
meditations may be called a resume of
discourses delivered on Good Friday of
every Lent for ten years by their author,
who had rare gifts as a pulpit author. It
was do light task to compress into a
small volume the gist of these eloquent
discourses, but it was accomplished with
unusual literary skill, and the work, as it
is given to us in English, should And
readers in this country, wherever good
Catholics are to be found. It is full of
food for pious thought. Price, 50 cents.

"

In an attractive binding of blue and
silver
the colors of Our Lady
there
comes to us from Benziger Brothers, New
York, Cincinnati and Chicago, a book of
devotion to the Mother of God, under the
title of
The Month of Our Lady," a
translation from the Italian of the Rev.
Augustine Ferrian, by the Rev. John F.
Mullany, LL. D., containing prayers,
meditations, and suitable devotional exercises for every day in the month of
May. In his preface the translator states
that he "has been induced to think that
he would render a service to religion, and
at the same time pay a tribute of devotion to the Mother of God by presenting
this old work in a new English dress."
That he has done both must be apparent
to those who even casually glance through
its pages. It is sold for 75 cents.
?

?

"

VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.

"
"

The current issue of the Cosmopolitan" has for a frontispiece The Crucifixion," from a painting by E. Y. Gebhardt.
The opening article, which is by Charles
M. Dobson, is on " Mine Salting," and
shows up some of the frauds practiced
by promoters and speculators. La Fayette
I. Parks follows with an interesting
article on " Successful Tea-Growing in
America,"and Florence B. Hayesindulges
in some agreeable reminiscences of"The
Japanese Court at New Year's." The
great drainage canal of the city of Mexico'
is graphically described by Blanche Gray
Hunt, who says Mexicans do things
slowly but surely. This is shown in the
construction of the great canal mentioned,
For Allayino Hoarskness and Irrita- the greater part of which has been made
tion of the Throat, "Brown's Bronchial
without the aid of modern machinery,
Troche* " are wonderfully effective. Avoid
and chiefly by men who were not even
imitations.

81!)

if Christianity ever does gain any considerable acceptance among leading native
minds, Mohammedan, Hindu, Parsee,
Buddhist or Jain, it must be a form of
Christianity less theological, less peculiarly Western,' more sympathetic towards other faiths, and in every way
broader and more liberal than that which
has been generally preached in India up
to this time." This, we presume, is
meant to apply especially to Protestant
missions. " A Satyr Aspires," by Henry
Copley Greene, refers to Walt Whitman,
and his poetry and Teachings after the
impossible. William A. Scott writes of
'?
Henry Oeorge and His Economic
System," and says that the reasoning of
George was not sound, and that most
of his expectations will not be realized.
of Prophecy in Christianity,"
" The Place
by F. C. Conybeare, aud Esther as
Babylonian (ioddess," by C. H. Toy,
The " Century " for April has a poem belong to a class of articles that help
by Bret Harte, entitled "HerLast Letter," to create skepticism, and, therefore,
which has the familiar literary flavor of can not be recommended genera'ly for
thisauthor. Itisa reply to "His Answer," perusal.
by the same writer. Richard Malcolm
One of the best musical magazines pubJohnston, in
A Challenge," gives a
lished
in this country is " Music," issued
characteristic short story of Southern
in Chicago. It gives, every
monthly
life.
There are two articles on the
about
month,
130 pages of interesting
Pennsylvania colliery region in this numreading-matter about music and musical
ber, one by Henry Edward Rood, who
many excellent pictures. The
describes what he calls a polyglot com- people, with
April number contains portraits of Marmunity, and the other by Jay Hambidge,
teau, the famous violinist; Franz Rumwho gives an artist's impressions of the
pianist, and other musical celebrisame locality. Articles of a relatively mell,
ties. There are well written articles, long
kindred character appear under the head,
and short, on the Poles in music, the
" Coal is King," Edward Atkinson treat- Spanish Lyric Drama, The Making of a
ing of the advantage of England and the
and very characUnited States in the world's commerce, Song Book " (with new
of Haydn and Beethoven),
teristic
letters
and Edward W. Parker, statistician of the
music; personal sketches of Anton
United States Geological Survey, writing Jewish
the great conductor who has just
Seidl,
on the supply of anthracite coal in Penndied in New York, Mr. P. J. Htaly, who
sylvania. Sara Y. Stevenson's Mexican came from Ireland a poor boy and is now
reminiscences are brought to a close in a at the head of a great music-publishing
description of the fall of Maximilian. house, Mr. Franz Rummell, and others,
as a department of general notes
Benjamin Ide Wheeler, in the first of a as well things
here and there " of interest
"
series on the " Seven Wonders of the upon
to all who care about music. ConsiderWorld," describes the Pharos of Alex- able attention is given to expert opinion
andria, the great lighthouse of antiquity. on the proper methods of training young
children in the beginnings of musical
" Heroes of the Life-Saving Service," by knowledge.
(iustav Kobbe, gives an account of many
gallant rescues, and a timely article is
The thrilling adventures of book-col"A Famous Sea-Fight," by Claude H. lectors continue to be told, and, perhaps,
Wetmore, which describes the engageeven to be believed, but they certainly
ment in 1879 off the Bolivian coast be- have now an ancient and obsolescent sir.
tween Peruvian and Chilean ironclads. Those wonderful prizes which any bookMrs. Burton Harrison's serial story, lover used to pick up on the Paris quais
" Good Americans," is concluded in this must be very mysteriously concealed in
number.
these days to escape the eyes of emisThe " Bookman," published by Dodd, saries of the booksellers, who paw over
Mead £ Co., New York, continues tokeep the boxes every morning to anticipate the
up to a high standard as a monthly literary early bjokworm. Books priced at a
shilling, and worth £100, do not
journal. This month it furnishes a num- any longer on every catalogue. Sogrow
the
ber of portraits of well known authors. dear old stories of the excitement of the
It has, among other contributions, an in- chase, the cunning approach, the assumed
terview with Israel Zangwill, the Jewish indifference, the crafty closing on the
quarry, and at last the Hushed and trinovelist, by Isidore Harris, and a sensible umphant escape with the rare book, will
article on "What is Good English?" by probably not amuse our children as they
did our grandfathers.
Harry Thurston Peck, which quotes Professor Hill of Harvard University as
saying, "Above all things, avoid the use
of schoolmasters' English." A portrait
M
of Tennyson from the engraving by
Rajon accompanies a paper entitled
" Tennyson aud Musset Once More." It
is by W. P. Trent, who draws a comparison between the Eoglish poet and his
French brother in verse. George Harley
McKnight treats the supercilious criticisms made by Rudyard Kipling on Americans in an entertaining manner, and finds
a chance for good-natured satire in
the fact that Kipling was not averse to
living in the home of the " Yank."
assisted by donkeys in removing the earth
from the excavations. The editor of the
magazine begins, in this issue, a series of
papers entitled " Studies of Our Government." The present article is on the power
of the Speaker of theHouse of Representatives, and in it the autocratic tendencies of
Speaker lieed are pointed out, while full
justice is done to the unobjectionable
qualities which he possesses. Theodore
Dreiser, in writing on " The Harp,"
which is now a popular musical instrument in New York, has two appropriate
Manquotations from Thomas Moore.
Hunting in India," by Charles Johnston,
of the Bengal Civil Service, Ret., is an
article in which the course of the British
officer in India is strongly condemned.
Short stories, poetry and miscellaneous
contributions also help to make up a very
attractive number.
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builds up the constitution and strengthens the

The " New World " for this quarter has
Christian Missions in
on
India," by J. T. Sunderland, which has
the usual misstatements and misrepresentations concerning the Roman Catholic Church, though it does say that St.
Francis Xavier was a man whose flery
zeal accomplished all that it was possible
for a human being to accomplish. The
greater part of the article, however,
refers to Protestant missions, which the
author does not consider very successful, and he concludes as follows: "The
only thing that seems clear is that,
an article

"

nervous system; restores
sound,
refreshing sleep
and produces
a good digestion ; reno-

vates the system as
it

warms, cheers, soothes,
cures.
All Druggists Sell It I

THE SACEED HEAET REVIEW.
F
Factsnd igures.
Tiie largest city in the world is

London, lying in four counties and

"_

having seen it every day for several
weeks in the classroom. He achailed his pupil, who was
cordingly
Grandpa.?Don't get scared,
Miss Gushingtox.? I, too, Herr
wading through the mud to get
Slevewski, should like to become a Willie ; the tiger is about to be fed; across the street.
great violinist. What is the first that's what makes him jump up and
"Have you seen Professor S. ? "
thing to do ?

aSensd onsense.
N

having a population of 4,250,000,
equaling the combined populations
of Paris, Berlin, Saint Petersburg
"Learn to play."
and Rome. To walk through all
Miii.lv (between waltzes). lie
the streets, avenues, lanes and alleys
the world had been like a dessaid
of the city, never traversing the
him till he met me.
ert
to
same one twice, would require a tenPolly.? That explains why he
mile walk every day for nine years.
so like a camel, I suppose.
The streets, placed in a row , would dances
reach round the world, and leave a
Kiikham.?Fifteen dollars for an
remnant that would stretch from Easter bonnet! You must think I
London to San Francisco.
have money to burn, my dear.
Mrs. Kickiiam.
Well, haven't
The great pyramid of Cheops is
? Another box of cigars came
you
ever
erected
largest
by
the
structure
the hand of man. Its original di- today.
mensions at the base were 7(54 feet
Young Mother.?He is somewhat
square, and its perpendicular height cross today. He is teething.
in the highest point 448 feet. It,
Old Bachki.or (in great awe of
covers four acres, one rood and the mite of humanity).? And when
twenty-two rods of ground, and has do you expect him to commence?
been estimated by an eminent Eng- er commence hairing?
lish architect to have cost not less
than #165,000,000.
Willie Boy.? If I promise to
learn my lesson, papa, will you give
Thebottom of the Pacific, between me a quarter ?
Hawaii and California, is said to be so
Papa.-? Yes, my son.
level that a railroad could be laid for
Wii.i.ie Boy.? And what will
five hundred miles without grading
you give me if I do learn it ?
anywhere. The fact was discovered
Young Husband.? Dear, what
by the United States surveying vessel engaged in making soundings was that white powder you dropped
with the view of laying a cable.
into the fire ?
Young Wife (cooking).? That
According to Nilsson, the zoolo- was
baking-powder, stupid! I'm
gist, the weight of the Greenland ready to put the cake in the oven.
whale is 224,000 pounds, or equal to
What's going on in your house
that of eighty-eight elephants, or
"
this morning, Tommy?"
440 bears.
"Oh, it's just Bertie. When he
The steam power of the world
was playin'in the pantry, he knocked
may be reckoned as equivalent to
the treacle-jug off the shelf on to
the strength of 1,000,000,000 men, his head, and
my mother is combing
which is more than twice the numhis hair."
ber of workmen existing.
Senior Partner.?We must disNaples is to be connected with
charge that traveler of ours. He
Mount Vesuvius by a direct railroad told one of our customers that I was
line, which will connect with the a fool.
cable line running to the top of the
Junior Ditto.? I'll see him at
volcano.
once and insist upon his keeping the
In India there is a species of but- firm's secrets.
terfly in which the male has the left
Little Tompkins.? That fellow
wing yellow and the right one red. Brown
tried to stuff me up with
The colors of the female are vice
some of his travelers' tales the other
versa.
day. Talked about his trip to Italy,
Nearly 1,200,000 pounds of colors and the waving fields of macaroni,
are used by the United States gov- but he didn't catch me, you know.
ernment annually for printing paper They don't wave.
money, revenue, and postage stamps.
Alfred.?Papa, do they use snapBarcelona is now the most popu- ping turtles for soup 'i
Pai-a.? No, my son.
lous city of Spain, the result of a
Alfred.?Why do they call them
census just taken showing 520,000
snapping turtles ?
inhabitants to Madrid's 507,000.
Papa.? Because they have a
traced
in
positively
can
be
Golf
"snap" in not being used for soup.
Scottish history to 1457, and it is
The Observer concludes that albelieved to have been played much
most
in exact proportion as churchthan
earlier
that date.
goers contribute to the expenses of
In Australia spring begins Aug. religion will be their enjoyment of
20, summer Nov. 20, autumn Feb. the means of grace, and gives this
20, and winter May 20.
illustration: On returning from
church
a mother remarked to her
A horse will live twenty-five days
son,
"I did not like the sermon towithout food, merely drinking water.
day, nor the singing, nor the choir."
The Peruvian condor's wings are
.Mother," replied the boy, re"
tip
tip.
calling
sometimes forty feet from
to
what she had put on the col?

r

?

?

lection plate, "what could you ex-

pect for a cent ?

roar so.
he asked.
Willie (easily).?Oh, I ain't
Yes, sir," replied the student,
afraid of him, grandpa; papa's the pausing
respectfully, in the midst of
same way when his meals ain't
a mud-puddle, to remove his cap.
ready.
"He is at the corner below, waiting
V i:s," she sighed, for many for you."
Good, very good!" responded
years I've suffered from dyspepsia."
And don't you take anything for the l'rofessor, looking over his specit ? " her friend asked.
You look tacles with his classroom air when
well pleased with a student.
I
healthy enough."
"Oh," she replied, "it's my hus- thank you. You may be seated."
band that has it."

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

(Trade Mark Registered.)

Don't you just love the country
when the trees begin to leave and
all nature takes on the freshness and
full-fed flavor of the juicyearth, Mr.
Codman ?
"Well, I?l?why, yes, .Miss
Gushly, I think so."
"And all animate things come
forward so full of joy and sprightly
life, Mr. Codman ? The frisking,

"

"

skipping,bleating lamb, for instance.
Don't you dote on it ? "
" I do, indeed, Miss Gushly. If
the lamb is well done, and the peas
are fresh, and the mint sauce about
right, I know of nothing I dote on
more !

"

HE DECLINED THE INVITATION.
A good story, illustrating power
of habit, is told in the Strand Magazine.
Professor W., a well known
Edinburgh professor, is accustomed
to take a daily walk with another
old professor, when they discuss
matters quite beyond the comprehension of ordinary mortals.
One day, when the walking was
exceedingly bad, Professor W. was
on his way to the corner at which
he and his friend always met, when
he encountered a young student
whose face he recogniz.ed dimly,
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The *9B__Centennial. |
Who fears to speak of Ninety-Eight,"
Who blushes at the name ?

"

jb
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A Grand Excursion to Ireland, I
To honor the memoryof the heroes
who died for Erin,
WILL SAIL FROM

X

£

|

BOSTON FOR QUEENSTOWN
SATURDAY, June llth. 1898,
AT 3 O'CLOCK, P. M.

I

&

This grand Centennial Excursion is under the aus- !K
pices of the most representative men of the Irish
race in New England, and as the number of excur- 3K
sionists is limited, you should lose no time in getting 5K
your name on the list. A deposit of $25 required ?K
from first cabin $10 from second cabin ; and $5 from
steerage passengers. Balance of passage money to be 3K

J£

;

JE

3K
paid before June Ist.
}
All information regarding rates, etc., may be had X
on application to the General Manager and Treasurer,

MARTIN J.ROCHE §
STEAMSHIP AGENT,

13 Bow St., Charlestown District, I
BOSTON, MASS.

W

|

FITCHBURG RAILROAD.

WHITE STAR LINE.
Drafts Payable Everywhere In Ireland
and Great Britain.

Bteamers to Queenstown and Liverpool
sailing every Wednesday. The steamers of
this Line were built in Belfast, and the Teu.
tonic and Majestic are among the largest and
fastest crossing, and passengers reach Ireland in less than six days. The steamship
"Oceanic," now buildingfor the White Star
Line, is to be 704 feet in length, or 25 feet
longer than the '' Great Eastern," and 65 feet
longer than any steamship afloat. Tickets
can be purchased of the Catholic bookstores,
or of

F. 0. HOUGHTON & CO., General Agents,
115 State St., cor. Broad St., Boston, Mass.
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Hoosac Tunnel Route, |»
The Short Line Between

I

BOSTON s=s
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NIAGARA FALLS,

CINCINNATI,

X

AND ALL POINTS
?SJVJEZt&'T.
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Lake Ghamplain Route |
HttTWKKN
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FASTEST STEAMERS. REST LINES.
LOWEST PRICES.
First Cabin, Second Cabin and Steerage to and from
England, Ireland and Scotland, and all parts of
the world.
Drafts at Low Rates.
Prompt attention to Mail or Express Orders.
Inquire now for particulars of '98 EXCURSIONS.

CHAS. Y. DASEY,
7 Broad Street (Four doors from
Boston, Mass.

State).

QUEBEC,'

AND ALL CANADIAN POINTS,

T

I

1

Palace, Sleeping or Drawing Room Cars 7
on allthrough trains.
For Time tables, space In Sleeping Cars, or u25a0>
information of any kind call on any Ticket <\J,
Agent of the Company, or address
J. E. WATSON,
\l/
Qen'l Pass. Agent,
Boston, Mass.
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